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...AND HERE: NO HEAT, BURSTING WATER PIPES

IN THIS CORNER: DORM STUDENTS ...

Campus Fights Own Version Of Cold War
BY JOHN PERKINS
Nm Editor

A cold, wet week is finally-drawing to a close as
more than 35 plumbers are restoring heat to the remaining 50 dorm rooms on campus left without heat after
last Friday morning's campus-wide power blackout. ■
At 4 p.m. Wednesday Mary K. Ingels, Dean of Women, told The Progress that four rooms m Clay and two
room* in Case Hall were without heat. She also said that
the sixth floor of Clay was reported without heat and
was being investigated.
The
blackout,
which
lasted from 11:20 Thursday night
until 7:15 Friday morning, was
caused when a car driven by an
Eastern student slipped on leecovered Kit Carson Drive and

hit a utility pole guideline near
new Hanger Field.

lectrlc power for most of the
Eastern campus.
According to Eastern President Robert R. Martin, whose own
home was affected by the blackout, campus electricians and
Kentucky Utilities employees were
contacted within five minutes after the accident occurred.
Dr. Martin explained Monday
and at Tuesday's Student Council
meeting that the major problem
was not solved by re-Installing
blown fuses in Eastern's electrical sub-station.

Martin said that the new fuses
were blown Immediately after
their installation.
He said that an independent
electrician's' firm from Lexington was called on to restore power
to the campus.
See Cartoon, Page t.
Dr. Martin continued, "These
men had to eater electrical manholes, disconnect buildings from
the main line and then concen-

trate on lines in each Individual
building...in sub-zero weather."
The process of energizing the
electrical lines was finished by
1:20 a.m., and power was restored in each dorm by 7 a.m.
Friday morning.
However, the return of lights
and heat to the campus presented
an even bigger problem.
During the seven hours that the
campus was without electricity,
water lines In the buildings had
frozen. Many of the Unes had

The impact slapped two high
tension wires together, and apparently shortcircuited the e-

'After The Fall'
Underway Here
BY JUDI LEDFORD
Fine Arts Editor
Arthur Miner's "After The
Fall," the University Theatre's
second major production of the
season, will be presented at 8
p.m. nightly through Saturday of
this week and next Wednesday
through Friday at the Pearl
Buchanan Theatre.
The play's theme Is that each
person is himself, separate from
all others. It deals with man's
conflict between self-interest and
his desire to return to Eden
where he was not a separate
entity.
"After the Fall' Is an Important statement of 20th century
man, a recent review has said.
AccordlD
to Miller, It Is
about "Question turning at the

burst from ice expansion; and
when heat was restored, dorm
rooms were flooded.
In addition to the problem of
flooding, many rooms were without heat after the water lines
had burst.
Dr. Martin said that all but
about "50 rooms and 100 students" had been relieved of the
problem by Tuesday afternoon.
Heaviest hit by the flooding and
M4 heat were McGregor,
Palmer, Commonwealth, Telford
and one wing of Martin Hall.
Speaking at the Tuesday Student Council meeting, the president assured students that "arrangements have been made or

will be made for temporary accommodations" for those students whose rooms had been affected by the accident.
He said that he wished to
"commend the many persons who
worked so hard under such difficult circumstances" to restore
power and heat to the affected
buildings.
However, Dr. Martin was not so
happy with the state-wide press
coverage the accident has received thjs week, referring to two
stories in the Louisville CourierJournal. He said that the publl(Continued on Page Seven)
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Martin
StudentConduct

edge of the abyss to view himself." Through the process of
Introspection, Quentin relives
Ids life to reach an answer to
pertinent questions.

See Flay Commentary, page j.
"This play is not about something; hopefully, it is something,
Miller has said. "It shows that
the one common denominator in
all violent acts is the human
being.",
Michael Laycock appears in
the role of "Quentin" Sherry
Faulkner is "Maggie," Marlanne
Montgomery portrays
"Louise," John Currans plays
(Continued on Pag* Seven)

Br-r-r-r-r!!!
Baby, it's cold outside — and inside, too,
as Eastern students in several residence halls
shivered their way through heatless nights
as does Faye Piercey in McGregor Hall.
(Staff Photo by Patsy Gross)

BY KAREN MARTIN
Managing Editor
Eastern President Robert R.
Martin has commended the students for their action during the
power failure last weekend.
Dr. Martin told The Progress
yesterday that he Intended to ask
the Board of Regents to officially commend the students.
"I was extremely pleased with
the attitude and spirit of our
students under such trying circumstances," the president said.
Shortly after the power failure,
the Military Police Company of
the ROTC department volunteered
their assistance.
Reports to the president from
the Office of Student Affairs indicated that morale was high,
especially In McGregor Clay,
Palmer and Commonwealth halls.
Dr. Martin also expressed appreciation for the concerted effort by university officials and
other parties who assisted.

Fraternities To Finish Activities
For Pledging Period This Week
BY JEFF BONNEIX
Staff Reporter
Pledge periods for Eastern's
11 fraternities have either come to
an end or are finishing this week.
Based on a questionnaire sent
out by The Progress, pledge periods ran from six to 10 weeks,
depending on the individual fraternity and its national affiliation.
Eastern now has five national
chartered fraternities,
four
colonies and two locals.
Nationals are Kappa Alpha, Phi
Delta Theta, PI Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Chi, and Tau Kappa Epsllon.
Colonies are Delta Upsllon,
Omega Phi Psi. Sigma Nu. said
Theta Chi.
Locals are Alpha Chi Alpha
and Beta Omlcron Gamma. Beta
Omicron Gamma was not permitted to rush and select pledges
during the fall semester according to existing IFC rules.
Eight of- the eleven fraternities on campus completed.the
questionnaire. They stated that'
the number of pledges varied
from three to 22. Several fraternities had;less than 10 pledges
for their fall pledge classes.

One reason attributed to the percentage is that only second semester freshman, sophomore.
Juniors, and seniors were eligible for rush and pledgeship.
There were numerous pledge
class activities, including sendi lng Christmas baskets to the
sororities, making spirit signs
for Eastern's basketball games,
selling soap, having shoe shines,
donating blood and sending packages to servicemen In Vietnam.
Alpha Chi Alpha pledges gave
a Halloween party for the children at Shrlner's Hospital In Lexington, and Delta Upsllon pledges

held a Christmas toy drive for
underprivileged children. Sigma
Nu "novices" presented their
chapter with a pledge-made Sigma Nu Crest.
Pi Kappa Alpha pledges
stripped tobacco as a .money
, raising project and held a church
service and cooked the noon meal
for the Pike actives at the Sportsman's Club. Phi Delta Theta pledges carried books for girls and
made safety signs to remind
Eastern's community to drive
(Continued on Page Seven)

"Had it not been for the Joint
effort of so many we may well
have faced a disaster," the president said.
Dr. Martin regretted that he
could not personally thank each
of the student volunteers. "The
university owes a debt of gratitude to all those who answered
the call during this very crucial
situation," he concluded.

Sorority Rush
Registration
Is Next Week
Registration for sorority rush
will be next Monday to Friday
in Dean Ingels' office. A one
dollar clerical fee will be required, all rushees must have
a 2.0 overall grade point standing and must have completed
12 hours at Eastern.
Sorority open house will be
Sunday for all coeds who may
be iseeeested in rushing. The
open house will begin at 2 p.m.
under a rotation schedule.
Women with last name initials from A-D will attend the
Alpha Delta Pi floor first at
2 p.m., E-H the Alpha Gamma
Delta floor, I-L, the CM Omega
floor, M-Q the Delta Theta floor,
R-T the Kappa Delta floor and
U-Z the Kappa Phi Delta floor.
From these starting points the
women will rotate to the other
sorority floors.

Draft Lottery
Confuse You?
Confused about the new draft
lottery system?
Selective Service officials will
he In Brock Auditorium next
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. to explain the lottery system and
answer students' questions' about it and college deferments.

Pre-Registration
To End Tomorrow
For Latecomers

Tlay'time
Sherry Faulkner Is "Maggie" and Michael
Laycock Is "Quentin" In Arthur Millers
"After The Fall" which opened last evening
in Pearl Buchanan Theatre. The play will
run through Saturday of this week and
Wednesday through Friday next week. Ad-

mission is $1 for Eastern students and $1.25
for general admission. Tickets may be purchased at the Theatre box office from 2-8
p.m. dally. Reservations must be picked up
by 6 p.m. on the evening of the performance.
(Staff Photo by John Graves)

Pre-registration will end tomorrow (Friday) from 8-11:30 a.m.
and 1-3 p.m. for all who failed to
complete registration on Wednesday or Thursday.
Undergraduate packets maybe
obtained from the Admissions
Office Coates Administration 112.
Graduate students may pick up
packets from the Graduate Office Coates Administration 214.
Freshmen with grades of "C"
or better who are not on probation are eligible to pre-register. Sophomores, Juniors and
seniors or graduate students
having no failing grades, not
more than one "D»» and who are
not on probation are also eligible.

i vm
'Nunn'theless, We Lost
Governor Louie B. Nunn attended last Saturday's Eastern-Western game, and, as any
good politician would, wore an Eastern

Jacket and waved one of Western's red
towels. Western won, 86-83.
(Photo by Thomas Dwalne Rlddell)
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Let Organizations Advertise Locally
Recently a student organization attempted
to purchase local radio advertising for a
dance featuring a nationally-known band.
This advertising was halted to follow the
rule in the Student Handbook: ". . .advertising via the local radio station. . .is not permitted."
Perhaps this rule is one of the problems
with Easterns town-gown relationship. And
perhaps also why some Eastern organizations
never get off the ground financially.
Called to ask why local advertising is prohibited for social events sponsored by student organizations, Bob Tarvin, assistant director of student affairs, answered, "Much

of the trouble that has been started in the
past was by people without loyalty to the
institution.. .we try to keep university facilities for the students."
In short, entertainment is designed for
Eastern students only. While there is an
evident university distrust of townspeople,
the townspeople answer, "Those college
kids are always causing trouble."
Forget the trouble — there's too much
complaint on both sides to decide who's
right and who's wrong.
Try another basis for understanding: local merchants advertise in The Progress
and most willingly accept student money.

IIIIIIIE

How To Write A Council Story
BY JOHN PERKINS

Spiro Agnew would really have been
proud of the Eastern Student Council last
week. The Council, after a proposal by one
of its more verbose members, voted to send
a letter to the editors of The Progress, sarcastically thanking them for their ^objective" Student Council coverage.. "above
and beyond the call of duty."
I was at first annoyed by the Councilmemhers proposal — I thought .that surely
Eastern's august student legislative body
have something more important to do than
j intimidate an organization on campus whose
j relations with the Council have usually been
' considered friendly.
After I had cooled down a bit, though,
I looked deeply into my soul and decided
that The Progress could possibly be slighting the Council a little in its news coverage.
The two top Progress editors, Joe Edwards and Karen Martin, joined me last
week in re-evaluating our newspaper's
treatment of the Student Council this year.
After we had engaged in extensive discussion of the matter (a discussion which lasted three days and nights), we decided that
the Student Council should receive a bannerheadlined, five-column, front-page story
every week.
I was assigned to write a Student Council
story which would conform to our new
policies.
Of course, I was overjoyed to have been
given the opportunity to write the most
important story in the paper every week. I
immediately ran to my typewriter to begin
the piece: _
The Eastern Student Council
Tuesday formed its 5,347th com-

Commentary

■P

Student organizations should have equal opportunity to locally advertise and reciprocally "cash in" on/town resources, with
both sides benefitting. Besides the financial
town-gown cooperajfcion, better entertainment for social events could be sponsored,
with a greater attendance at dances the
result. '--,
Eastern's big-name concerts are locally
advertised. It has to open its ticket doors to
the public — since it must back the cost of
bringing in good entertainment.
In order for student organizations to get
ahead financially, they have to do the same
thing — locally advertise.
*
This kind of advertising not only informs townspeople, but also Eastern students — those who live off campus, are
"out" for a semester, or who may need
more reminder/than a one-time Progress ad
or a residence hall poster.
If student organizations are directed "toward the improvement and enrichment of
student activities on the campus," as the
Handbook states, let them advertise where
they want to advertise. Real improvement
and enrichment takes money; advertising
makes it.

mittee, in a deliberate effort to
involve every student at Eastern
in some branch of the Council...

No, no — that would never do. It was
too run-of-the-mill. Surely the Council has
done something besides form committees.
I started again:
j_„
The Eastern Student Council
Tuesday offered its official disapproval of the new administration policy of excluding PepslCola machines from the Eastern
campus...

That wasn't going to workr'either. The
Council .investigated the Pepsi-Cola • crisis
back if October. Its not timely eno^. I
tried one more time:
The Eastern Student Council
Tuesday listened to some of its
more experienced
members
squelch proposals by younger
Councilmembers.. -

I struck out again — the Student Council
has always been dominated by two or three
of its senior members. That's not news.
Finally I decided to play the story straight:
The Eastern Student Council
met again last Tuesday. About
half the members snowed up.
Nothing of importance was discussed, a few committees were
formed, and approximately 20
per cent of the Coumctimembera
were too busy sleeping to become involved In the meeting...

I decided that not even that lead Would
be worth publishing. A story that told about
a Student Council meeting just as it happened would be too boring for the reader.
A story like that would be far less than professionally written.
And The Progress has a reputation of
professionalism to protect.
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—After The Fair Worth Seeing

-~ ™~ .TOW»n

The cast of "After The Fall," the University Theatre's second major production
of the season, which opened last night in
Pearl Buchanan Theatre, gave a promising
performance at a dress rehearsal earliefc
this week.
,
T

RX: More Time
Pre-registration: a headache.
Prescription: issue schedule books at least
two weeks prior to pre-registration.
During current pre-registration, schedule
books were available to students on Monday. However, this was also A-day, when
students obtain advisor approval of their
hastily completed trial schedules.
An extra pain was that the supply of
schedule books was depleted by Monday
afternoon.
The result — a tension headache of student lines and rushed and harried advisors.
However, if schedule books were issued
in a two-week advance period, advisors
would have shorter lines and more time per
advising day to help students with their
schedules. And better advising would reduce student confusion.
tike simple aspirin, the simple procedure
of issuing schedule books two weeks before this three-day period would eliminate
the ache of pre-registration.

■

Although the tempo was a bit slow, the
performance was smoother and a bit faster
than it was in earlier rehearsals.
"Quentin," the leading character, played
by Michael Laycock, reviews his life through
a series of flashbacks, trying to arrive at an
answer to pertinent questions.
What, in his two previous marriages
which failed, haunts him so that he feels
incapable of building a third successful
marriage? What is truth? What is duty?
What kind of man could design (and
build) a German concentration camp and
still live witn himself, knowing the horrifying deeds performedjhere?
Flashbacks to his childhood when he was
the victim of a too-protective mother (Shielah St. Clair) and an overbearing father
(Larry Pergram) are especially helpful to
the audience in understanding the shaping
of Quentin's personality.
Scenes with "Maggie" (Sherry Faulkner),
his second wife, offer special insight in
understanding some of .his personal hangups, personal failures and the play.
"After The Fall" is a thought-provoking
plav that, after the polishing of a final dress
rehearsal, should be well worth seeing, not
because it is simply one man's life story,
but because it is very much a statement of
20th century man.
The play continues tonight through Saturday and next Wednesday through Friday.
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'Never Have So Many
Owed So Much To So Few'
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Why No Slacks?
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Richmond's frigid weather during the
last two weeks substantiates the reasons for
needing the official, University approval to
permit coeds to wear slacks in class.
Simply stated, the recent weather here —
some of it near zero — is unquestionably
too cold to expect coeds to wear skirts to
classes.
And the Student Handbook — the same
publication praised by some for its alleged- '
thoroughness'— neither sanctions, or pro*
hibits the presence to£ slacks in class.
Several simple reasons justify a slacks-inclass policy.
The overriding one, of course, is that
they are more healthful than skirts. And
policy-makers should remember that coed
residence halls — Walters and Telford
specifically — are several minutes' walk
from the main classroom buildings on campus. And looking to the future, particularly
the Telford complex, the situation will not
improve by itself. r
Secondly, we believe that slacks are conducive to good dais performance. They
can eliminate the concern for remaining in
a dignified position while seated, therefore
encouraging better concentration on classroom activities.
i>
And thirdly, slacks undoubtedly are more
proper in classrooms than a few miniskirts
which have risen even higher than perhaps
expected.
Moreover, basically the same reasons —
convenience, comfort and appearance —
can be applied toward the justification of
Bermuda shorts fn class during steamy
weather.
Eastern's professors who permit coeds to
wear slacks (and Bermuda shorts) to class
are to be complimented for their consideration.
But the University's official policy, as if
the weatherman isn't discouraging enough,
fails to cooperate. *

Fan Faults- Crowd Reaction
Dear Editor:
''
As an avid fan and supporter of Eastern
Kentucky University athletics, it has come to
my attention during the last two basketball
games, WKU and the Middle Tennessee game
especially, that the student body has acted
foolish, ill-mannered, and thoughtless concerning one of the players on the Eastern squad.
The point I am trying to make is that when
Tim Argnbright — and I am not belittling him
in any,way-as I Jthink he is a fine,
basketball
playe* wtehuetiesand give* his1 all'tor wm ^
but, when he was replaced with Boyd Lynch
by Coach Strong during the first half of action,
Lynch was Jeered and booed to no end by a
majority of the thoughtless students of EKU
at the game. I for one was at this moment
ashamed to be a part of that body.
Lvnch. up to the WKU game, was averaging
St points per game. But when he has one off
night and as everyone should know, all athletes
have off games when they don't do their best,
everyone boos him. I can imagine how Lynch
might have felt coming into a game to do his
best to help to win. Then he gets booed by his
own fellow students.
I for one think every member of our team
Is an exceptional athlete and give their all to
supporting our school and winning.
I can remember the words of Coach Strong
on the Guy Strong After Game Show following
the Eastern vs. Murray game where Murray
heat us. He said that the Murray fans backed
their boys with so much enthusiasm that he felt
lust this enthusiasm was one- of the major
factors causing Murray to Win.
What can we expect from our team if all we
can do to help our team out is to boo and Jeer
certain individuals on the team.
Ronnie Greer
Keith Han, Box 796

Seconds Criticism
Dear Editor:
There is a program on television that given
on award away to outstanding idiocy. That
award is called the "Pickle Finger of Fate"
award.
I feel that there Is a group on our campus
who truly deserves this award. The group I am
talking about are the Eastern "fans" who booed
one of Eastern's players off the court last
Monday night.
Gentlemen, you definitely deserve. a school
spirit award — for Middle Tennessee, that is.
So to you I put up this nomination for the

"Fickle Finger of Fate" award. You may pick
up your awards in the men's restroom of the |f>
Alumni Coliseum.
Charles Ray Bogle, senior
1
244 Wayne Drive
.(i

Letter Of Thanks
—

^.i.

Dear Editor:
nl
I would like to extend thanks to the men w
residents of Palmer Hall for th«jfr quick think*''
Ing and hard work Saturday afternoon, Uan. 10.
Your cooperation during our adverse water conditidns prevented it from becoming disastrous
and was greatly appreciated by your fellow i
residents, my family and the University.
j
Kent Reed
Resident Director
Palmer Hall
iftt

Letters Policy "
As an aid to the editors, Letters to the
Editor must follow policies before they
can be considered for publication.
All letters submitted must be 250 words ''*.
or less. We reserve the right to refuse pub-«%
lication of letters which exceed this amount.'' ■
If it is possible to do without altering the intent, a letter will be edited by the editors^
to meet the 250-word limit for publication.
Letters must be typewritten and doubled
spaced to be accepted for publication.
Hie Progress will not publish letters
which may interpreted as libelous..
Letters must be signed in ink and the#
writer's address and telephone number in*
eluded in order for the letter to be cont<
sidered for print.
Deadline for submission of letters for the.
Thursday issue of the paper is noon Monday
of that week.

t
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All copy intended for publication- must be received
by the editor prior to Monday at 10 a.m.
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DISRUPTION, NOT REFORM
.

'We Cannot Have Such Violence On Our Campuses'
.

EDITOB'S NOTE: The following Is the complete text of the speech which Eastern staler
tea Arney delivered recently to win the Keeae
Oratorical Contest for women. Mies Arney, a
speeeh major, will represent Eastern Feb. S8
hi the state oratorical finals at Morehead.

It was parents' weekend at Cornell Ujrrversity, where 2,000 vistors would soon hear
President James A. Perkins give a timely
speech entitled "The Stability Of The University." He never gave it. Shortly before
6 a.m. on Saturday, 120 black students seized
Willard Hall — the Cornell Student Union.
Shouts of "fire" by the black guerrillas
swept through the building, rousing 60
frightened parents from their beds and
sending both them and 40 employees into
the chill morning air. While some blacks
guarded the entrances with fire hoses, others
barged into the campus radio station, grabbed a microphone and proclaimed the seizure as a protest against Cornell's "racist
attitudes."
Determined to recapture the student union
20 students smashed through a window and
a scuffle evolved. They were beaten back.
That night, eight carloads of armed fraternity men were ready to hit the hall. The
blacks however, had taken defensive countermeasures. They had smuggled in a small
arsenal of rifles, shotguns and knives. Next
day, Cornell was treated to the spectacle of
armed students, draped with ammo belts,
marching defiantly around their stronghold.
'

<L

V

SDS Seige

As their seige continued into the second
day in an atmosphere of imminent bloodshed, the SDS organized a huge rally in the
Cornell Field house, at which 6,000 whites
threatened to stage their own demonstration. Cries rang up by the blacks, "Cornell
has only one hour to live."
As the speeches heated up, the crisis took
9
on more menacing proportions. Cornell's
President declared the university in "a situation of emergency," and on his initiative,
more man 350 armed men — mostly sheriffs deputies from nearby counties — were
summoned, ready to move onto the campus.
In addition, a wing of the local hospital
wajl^a^ated r^^^r^^^
The president decided he had but one
course to take. He gave in to the black militants' demands for a general amnesty.
Proudly holding up their guns, the blacks
marched out of the student union and ended
their siege.
The issue of this particular demonstration
is not the important concept, since issues
vary widely from campus to campus. It is
the manner in which it was carried out —
the manner in which it was conducted that
we must be concerned with.
Yet the question remains: If radical student power dominates a university and if a
I*

A/J

influence on the universities and on public
university is threatened with coercion and
Opinion.
force, how far can it compromise before it
These, power revolutionaries are without
loses all integrity? Is Cornell a symbol of
a program. They say that progress consists
progress or a disaster for American universities?
of destruction for the purpose of rebuilding, with no definition as to what that reAccording to Richard L. Cutler, vice presbuilding process ought to constitute.
ident for student affairs at the University of
Michigan, whom I quote, "Today's college
On the other hand, we have a much larstudents were brought up in comfortable,
ger element among students today who are
permissive, upper-middle-class homes. They
saying: "We want to criticize the institutions
take affluence for granted, so they go from
in which we are studying, to criticize their
materialistic concerns to 'Morality' and
organization, their curricular offerings. We
'Brotherhood.' As soon as they get into colwant to criticize the way we are treated and
lege they think, 'Well I've got it knocked.'
the lack of opportunity we have to particiToday's students want to sloganeer, not reapate. We have ideas on all these things, and
son, they've never been told they can't do
here they are. We want to have something
something and they don't like to be told."
done about them and we intend to make a
So we have a group of young people who
fuss around here until somebody listens to
seem to lament the state of the world in
us." This is a much more constructive apwhich they were born and imagine themproach than burning and vandalizing. But
selves to be the only idealists in our batteryou also get into the problem of deciding
ed and cynical world. Fortunately they grow
'Prosecute!'
what'kind of a fuss is legitimate to make
out of their egocentrisms, but unfortunately,
and how far you can push your point of
Attorney General John N. Mitchell retheir self-centered attitudes have prolonged
view without treading on someone else's
cently stated: "If arrests must be made, then
far into their college years. Ifs only natural
.ties. Student demonstrations and sit-ins
arrests there should be. If violators must be
that these students attach themselves to the
prove a lot. There is a right to assemble,
prosecuted, then prosecutions there should
first cause to which they can show allegiance
a right of free speech and students ought to
be. It is no admission of defeat, as some
and commitment, but the tragic point is the
have these rights. But, when the right to
may
claim,
to
use
reasonable
physical
force
cause they are fighting for and especially the
demonstrate, to assemble or the right of
to eliminate physical force. The price of
manner in which they are doing so, are
free speech denies someone else the same
turning the nation upside down and injuring*' ; civil tranquility cannot be paid by submisrights to go about his own business, this
sion to violence and tettot."'the liberties on which it was founded.
is not legitimate dissent
This
is
all
very
true
—ttjbut
we
must
also
The disturbances which curtail die nor'.'
ask ourselves, is reasonable physical force
mal functions of college and universities
being applied? Are sledgehammers and
No 'Quick Answers
should not be tolerated. Schools have bechain
cutters,
used
by
the
police
in
the
Harcome immobilized by the action of a relavard incident, reasonable, justifiable means?
tively few individuals and we cannot perToo many of us, in hopes of finding the
There are organized groups on some cammit the formation of private armies who
simplist answer to all our discontents bepuses which appear to me to have no prosieze and destroy property, as in the instance
lieve there is one, predominate cause at the
gram
at
all:
They
appear
to
be
simply
seekat the university of Illinois, where vandals
core. But the actions taking place in our
ing power for power's sake. They haven't
destroyed thousands of dollars worth of
universities today are a combination of factdefined — and don't know — what they
books in the school library. We cannot perors: Factors that were not bom yesterday
would do with power if they should attain
mit the shutting down of classes, the interit. This is a rather new concept and it seems
fering with scholaily research and having
universities put at a standstill. On the cam- < to be more reactionary than progressive.
What is unfortunate is that there are idealpus of Columbia University, 600 student'
istic students who want fundamental but
activists seized four buildings and barricaded
non-violent changes in American society, but
themselves in for six days. In addition, they •
held the dean of student affairs, Henry - due to the actions of these militant students,
their efforts seem in vain. My objections are
Coleman, hostage for 36 hours. It was not
untH'iia bloody conflict' arose between ■stur'.i- dirdrted:iagainst this, small element which i;n
position that higher education has
' dentf^^pptf tiW! fltftt^WW^Jg takes'thei
been
so
bogged;
down in th« past, so un'■ ended* * byqS i''(w fw>Ha«n ■ >.■
><j n^rfw tii*
responsive to student needs, so irrelevant to
Violence
student lives, that they should exert such
rWe cannot have such violence on our
.1
•:
campuses and then have these students deMAR-TAN OPTICAL, INC.
manding amnesty and submission to their
non-negotiable demands, as did students at
Harvard University, who demanded the adQuality Rx Work mission of all minority groups who applied,
regardless of their qualifications. The inContact Lenses and Supplies
cident at Harvard, after the students had
Newest line of fiwnet
seized the administration building, resulted
Prescription Sim Glosses
in chaos when 400 state troopers were called
Special Consideration to Students
to the scene. The students refused to vacate
Lot lit fill your doctor's prescription
Downstairs location
I*«.'■..

..

and cannot be solved as quickly as tomorrow.
I am merely stressing the need for responsible behavior by responsible people,
and that the universities not be dominated
by any small group from the inside or the
outside that wish to destroy and to put it at
a standstill. No one wants police on our
campuses, but if some make it necessary, as
a last alternative to anarchy and mob
tyranny, then let it be done.
Can any of you justly say that this is repression to demand that the majority who
attend college to obtain an education be
subjected to a minority who disrupt, as well
as destroy?
*

I Can We Quote You?
"Our faculty is better trained than 60
per cent of the faculty in the Southern Association of Colleges."
— Eastern President Robert R. Martin
during an interview last Thursday night on
Kentucky Education Television. '
■

"It was a random collating error."
— A spokesman for the Rand Corporation, whose 1970 calendars had one mistake for every 450 distributed this year.
"I invited my wife out to dance but she
refused."
— Frank D. Hayes, who extended his
invitation upon becoming 100 years old
recently and who attributed his longevity to
eating applesauce daily.

■,

*'

te

«

if.

the building and the troopers charged, with
sledgehammers, chain cutters and 4-ft. long
iron battering rams. Trje troopers started
removing the protestors. Within 25 minutes
the building was cleared.
I am not saying that challenging the administration is a bad thing, that questioning
materialism, or the government's policies
land priorities in Vietnam,"and die cities, or
the structure of many of our universities,
of civil disobedience, they should be prepared to take their punishment for breaking
the law.
Attempts to quell student disorders by
school administration and' faculty have failed, therefore civil control must be required.
My proposal is that we; as interested, educated and aware citizens; closely and objectively examine the situation of campus violence.
'> M
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GafUuAe, you ...
Lifestride Shoes

Announcing the Opening of
KEN HARLOW
STUDIO OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Valentine Day Special on
Sweetheart Portrait
ONLY $3.50
8x10 black and white
BIG HILL AVENUE
623-7383
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES
COMPOSITE, WEDDING CANDIDS.
GROUP ACTIVITIES
.*!

.■»

Were 114.99 to $19.99

Town and Country Shoes
( Were $18.99 to f II

Now $8.98
to $12.98
New $$.9$
to $12.98

Sandier of Boston /

Were $12.99 to $184$

Miss America
Were $10.99 to $16.99

Now $8.98
to $10.98
Now $10.98

Cobbles

to $12.98

Were $1$ JO to $19.99

ALL THIS SEASONS SHOES NOW
AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS!
ALSO BOOTS! BOOTS! BOOTS!

Street

SHOES
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%
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BOX Receives Charter
As Sigma Chi Chapter

'Miss Eastern'
A Franchise
Winner To Be Entered
In Scholarship Pageant
BY KAREN MAKTIN
Managing Editor
Franchise has been received
to enter this year's "Miss Eastern" in the "Miss Kentucky Scholarship Pageant" for 1970.
Preliminary selection of finalists for the pageant is tentatively set for March 10, and the finalists' competition, "Miss Eastern Kentucky University Pageant"
will be held March 20.
Applicants may enter individually or be sponsored by an
organisation. No entrance fee
is required.
Girls who wish to enter the
competition must have a 2.0 grade
point average, have sophomore,
Junior or first-semester senior classification and be In good
standing with the university.

Applications will be available
beginning Saturday at the information desk in the lobby of the
Student Union Building and must
be returned to the information
desk by Feb. 28.
Preliminary selection of the
"top ten" finalists will be based
on a three-minute talentdemonstration and Interview results.
For the pageant, the finalists
will be Judged in swimsult. evening gown and talent competition.
The- pageant committee, composed of five representatives from
each campus sorority and fraternity, is headed by • co-chairmen
Connie Jackson and Greg Marshall, both Juniors. Eastern senior Louisa Flook, "Miss Kentucky for 1969," is serving as
advisor and coordinator for the
pageant
^__

TAPE PLAYERS
for
CAR and HOME

\

Executive Welcome
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has welcomed 20 legislative interns to the capitol. Benefits of the
program are two-foVl, Governor Nunn said
"It is an opportunity for students to see the
legislative process at work, and it offers
the Legislators a chance to set a good exam-

L

**

BY JOHN PERKINS
News Editor

••

Year Electronic Headquarters

Eastern president Robert R.
Martin Tuesday made a surprise
visit to the Student Council meeting to explain last week's power
blackout on campus (see blackout
story on page 1). Although Martin's original purpose In his visit was to field questions from
CATALOG
Councilmembers about the blackORDER
out, he was also faced with what
CINTtR
turned into a "gripe session,"
1SS W. IRVINE OT« which lasted for about half an
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY!
hour.
After Martin had answered a
number of the students'questions
about last week's power accident,
Councilmember John Heiderlch
asked Dr. Martin if any action
had been taken toward the conGAYMODE® PANTY HOSE.
struction of the pedestrian bridge
No girl could ever have enough! Waltt-to-toe
toK^HaS"^ by-pa88MXt

S™ni ...the family store
and

coverage for under minis and just about everything else. Choose Agilon* stretch nylon with
reinforced or nude heel. Or Cantrece* II with
Arresta-Run*. Proportioned lengths... .$2 pr.

■ \'.

'

'

t0

the Kentucky Department of Highways about the feasibility of such
a safety project.
Martin said that he had also
written the state about the instaliation of a traffic light at
the corner of Lancaster Avenue
and Crabbe St., an intersection
often bottlenecked with traffic.
Martin said that the highway department had told him that such
a traffic signal would only serve
to further slow down traffic at
that .corner.

long they have left," Martin
said "Because the recent bad
weather has kept them away from
work for a good number of days...
However I think that the penalty is $1,000 per day if the stadium Is not finished" within the
maximum time limit,

Undergraduate initiates are I
William E. Barrett, James D.
Brown, Dwight E. Brown, John
L. Bunton, Stanley Chapman,
Mark Fischer, Sidney L. Gagel,
Thomas L. Haynes, Philip G.
Hobbs, George L. Hope, Robert
L. Horton, Billie B. Hughes, '
Fraternity Rush for the spring Michael S. Jones, and James E. semester is set for Feb. 15-22, Kavana.
1970. Eastern's Interfraternity
Also, Herbert Kelhoffer, VinCouncil President, Richard Judson told The Progress that stu- cent S. Labono Gary L. Lightdents with at least 12 semester ner, Kenneth G. Luxon, Daniel
hours at Eastern, a minimum of Mellul, John McCormlck, John
a 2.0 academic point standing, H. Mooney, Richard A. Newman.
and who are not on academic Lindy H. Rlggins, JudgeR. Roach,
or social probation are eliblble Bobby J. Roberts, Robert J. Wagner, and Larry E. Wright
for the spring rush.
Greek Day is scheduled for
Sunday, Feb. IS; all fraternitEastern now has four nationally
ies will be represented at open chartered fraternities, five colhouses. An all-Greek dance, open onies, and two local fraternities
houses, smokers, and preference on campus. Beta Omlcron Chi,
parties are scheduled throughout now non-existent was founded
the remainder of
the week. in the fall of 1966.

"It is very, very difficult,"
said Martin, "Togetthe highway
department moving on such matters."
am,
.
_ _
'
Martin answered another
counabout
J^'ubaTTuii^nn
N1
SowTo^sTEMUnr"-.new

*\

■
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Frat Rush
To Begin
Feb. 15

[Student Is Suspended
On Drug Charges

James Pellegrinon
appointed An Eastern student has been Lucey was an organizer of the
the remaining members to temporarily suspended and was Oct. IS Moratorium events at
(the sub-committee of the Health to have appeared In court Wed- Eastern.
ices Committeeassigiiedtonesday
Services
Committee assigned to nesday on two di^ charges,
Keitl Ucey, 28, was suspended
itlgate alleged poor treat- Keith
investigate
Tuesday pending' "Wednesday's
meat of students at the Eastern court appearance on charges of
Infirmary.
possession of a narcotic drug
"Addis and Crofut," a folk
(hashish) and possession of a
in th* little other business Inl Hallucinogen drug,
singing group, will perform MontiJSSi? mJSng JeSSSn-1 Lucey was stopped Dec * My nltf* at 8 U. W»m Brock

Folk Group Here

SSHSs fe a-srs11jr \r» rss^aaa as

Responsible?

nST JESS?tneCpS: ^tJjJ-HJ. Jrug^; ~n— *- «■"*—
s«4MHMM of havine rjaid off- session counts. Witt mm was
stua tnes.
Students will be admitted on

c£SpSr*^%*s& S- -jap"**
- **«* -^ - n
***-

A councilmember asked East- iforV^yeaVends.
.
ern's president If Janitors In
each dorm were responsible for
keeping sidewalks on campus
clear OI
of snow,
snow. Martin
martin saiu
said that
ran
the J^I^ were unabi, to keep
the walks clean during the hard
freese of last week, but that
"They should surely be shovelFriday Jan. 23 is the deading the walks by tomorrow (Wed- line for submitting entries to thenesday).
"Aurora," Eastern's literary
In Council action before Dr. magasine. ■■
spoke to the i embers. Original poems, short stories

EIGHT DAYS AWAY

Aurora Deadline Approaching

ago read the letter sent to him £• **"»■« c^SSTwmS
b^the Student Council about the C"""*" STSSSJu nrf
bridge; and he said that he had itg^J&J* csrtJTnlmoe?
written the state highway depart- S^iHrSl™
menu HWMW, h* said that he f^™""
a
awnem
rno* .reeved any reply from fir»
—*_*-,

i*s»oEBwiM

v

*T*

fessor of English, Comb 105", or
mailed to •'liurora,1' Bpx 88?
Conies Administration Building,
Entries should be limited to one
a pave. Students may submit as
many manuscripts as desired.

awarded tor the best poem and
prose entries. Pull-time students
ere
eligible
for the prizes and may submit as many
manuscripts as desired.
^ mafa^ to .poneo^, hy

^/manuscripts may be submitted
*to Jay Roberts, assistant pro- Two 340 cash prises w^' *>. fte *—?fft Canterbury Clap.

Scorsone Wins Speecf| Contest

"The American individual no preached the establishment inBY JULIA WILLIAMS
longer
exists" he said. "Theadequately and "it is mandaOrganization* Editor
*"■""
"7 „
rebellious youlh have proven «|f*to«yla change the establishment
Ernesto Scorsone won the Wea- there Is an overt attempt to kill by woridng in the system."
ver Oratorical Contest yesterday the
fh« Individual
iiwMvMu human being, but
"There will never be a really
when he spoke on the topic "In- they have done nothing yet to
' free and enlightened state until
dividualism" at the freshmanas- reverse the trend."
sembly. Ernesto is a freshman Ernesto gave as a solution that the state comes to recognize
political science and speech we must learn from the '60's'the Individual, and treats them
accordingly," was Us closing
because we have obviously
major from Richmond.
[statement, quoting Henry David
soreau.
The contest was established
about 30 years ago by Mr. Charles
Weaver. The three Judges for
yesterday's contest were Pr.
208 CoMns St., Richmond. Ky.
Richard Benson chairman of the
department
of drama and speech,
Phone 623-6075
Mrs. Alma Bennett, instructor
"Choose a firm whose members art graduates of speech and drama, and Mr.
David Clark, instructor of drama
of ear University."
and speech.
15 yrs. experience in Real Estate
Ernesto will compete in the
state contest Feb. 28
and
We Charge 2% Commission
the winner of the state contest
will compete at Yellowstone National Park. The local contest
lze was $12.50.
Bess Spurtin
Mr. Peter Schneider, instrucROBERT N. AZBILL
tor
of drama and speech, was the
Real Estate Broker
Salesman
oordlnator of the contest.
•21 8If*

B. T. SPURIIN Realty Co.

ALWAYS RRST QUALITY

*••
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Very Difficult

£rtinHsSd that he had long rTulfSS^engSrs'cc^

cimmit

Adams, Gayle Bailey, Jerry M. John L. Dunham, GeorgeHarlow,
Baker, Kenneth BeUamy, James Samuel Liberatore.B. Ross Rice,
W. Brown, Robert J. Cairns, Dan B. Walker, and Robert Walker.

Dr. Martin Explains Blackout

tor Top* Players-Home Tape Players - Stereo

uto

ple for the youth of Kentucky." The students
chosen for the legislative program represent
11 of Kentucky's four-year colleges. Eastern's
representative is Allen C. Trimble, former
co-editor of The Progress, not pictured here.

COUNCIL EN* LIGHTENED

OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS

f

Beta Omlcron Chi local fraternity received its charter as
the Eta Alpha Chapter of Sigma
Chi national fraternity last Sunday.
The initiation process began
Monday, Jan. 5 with the beginning of Indoctrination Week,
which lasted through Saturday!
Jan. 10,1970.
The charter was presented at
the Installation Banquet in the
Student Union Building Cafeteria
on Sunday afternoon.
Sigma Chi Fraternity has no
colonization period; thus, Indoctrination Week provided the opportunity for the national pledge
examination and service project.
All meetings and Indoctrination
Week activities were-on campus.
Ritual Team meetings and the
Prefatory Initiation were on Saturday. Church services, prelimiary initiations and initiation ceremonies were held last Sunday
prior to the Installation Banquet.
Installing officers from Ohio,
Texas, and Kentucky conducted
the installation and initiation ceremonies.
Alumni initiates were William

sssssasssBsnsssssasSBsssjaneaeasssBssssssssssssssssssssssssssai

YOU Con Be The Next Winner
Of An
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

BASKETBALL
Autographed by Coach Guy Strong
and the Eastern Basketball Squads

623-6082

W

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THIATRI
4 MM*. SwUti Mi U4- M
i • Ph. eis-ma

Hn&

AT fl

257. TO 50%

4]w^

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Movie Starts 7:15 P.M.
IN CAR HEATERS

One ball given for each of Hie following
weeks. (Total of 11 Basketballs)
if
Feb. 16 Murray
26 East T.

■
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SPORT SHIRTS

SUITS

OUTERWEAR

By Arrow, Puritan,
and McGregor.

Botany. Curlee,
and Hunter Haig.

Puritan. Arrow,
and McGregor.

(Brand Names - Jantzen,
rurirari, Mcvraojorl

?*:

m

2 Ccnttns

Mar. 2 Tennessee Tech

*.*-—■- —■
iwQfwnejaQ

CLOTHING

SWEATERS
I

Feb.

— Beanie DavMsoB

Dee, S

I
■

MM

23 Awtin Peay

■

1

SPORT COATS TROUSERS
Glen Plaids.
Harris Tweeds.

HigginSi Paraf
and Levi's

— Orefoty K. Jess

Dec 18

Jan. 12 WINNER

are here!
ACOUMaUPKTURC 4B» [§]
TECHNICOLOR*

JAN HENSLEY

Mo age limit. Use your Chappy's guest
check to register. Drawing on above dates
6 p.m. at

CHAPPY'S
290 South Second Street
Hears Dartas; Christmas HeUdajs:
Dally

11-7

Saoeay

11-S
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HE'S 'CROSSED THE TRACKS'

Who Is Jimmy Dale Williams? Athlete, Businessman, Greek...
BY CRAIO AMMERMAN
Staff Reporter
You've probably beard about
Jimmy Dal* Williams before.
He's not exactly the Udacross
the street, but he does fit certain molds.
.You know.those stories about
the kid from across the tracks
who made good—or the tales about the boy who wasn't really
a "bad apple," but who Just
couldn't seem to stay completely out of trouble—or the ones
about the real college man, the

cat who belongs to.a fraternity
and spends a lot of money in
a free-styling, wheeler-dealer
manner.
Those stories have grown to a
cliche status now which also
makes Williams a type of cliche,
for he's a blend of all the prototypes.
A Junior majoring In pre-dentlstry, Williams has done and
seen quite a bit In Ms 21 years.
Including a few minor scrapes
with local police.
Much of Williams' time is spent
in the labs that are required of

chemistry and biology students, made himself one of the force In 'duck tails.'
Then came a transformation of
but he does find time for num- of workers for the Progress Ticerous other activities.
ket, a group which defeated Rich** sorts.
He is assistant manager of mood's Incumbent administraWilliams credits the sport of
the Richmond-based Capital Fi- tion In all major municipal races. football and ' 'a burning desire to
nance Company, excelling as one Williams was the election Judge find the good life and crawl out
of the large company's best in the'city's ninth precinct, a of a hole" as responsible for the
"chasers" (the persons who pur- district that has been the focal sudden change.
sue delinquent accounts).
point of two recent grand Jury r .The metamorphosis took hold
He is also a member of Beta probes
which produced nine "when Williams reported for footOmicron Chi social fraternity, indictments for vote fraud.
' Mil practice his sophomore year
and Is active In campus social It was there that the Richr at Madison High School, a longfunctions. And Just recently he mond native became a center of time Kentucky grid power,
became a moving force on the controversy. He was accused by The first year served as a
Richmond political scene.
workers for the Incumbents of learning process, and Williams
That happened when Williams Intentionally stalling the election rode the bench most of the time,
by questioning the eligibility eg At the same time he was turning
numerous voters.
$ in almost perfect work in the
"Those charges are biased and classroom, reversing an earlier
completely untrue," Williams trend.
said. "It was my Job to see that The following year Williams
only those eligible to vote did, was locked in battle for a startand that's exactly what I Ing position when he broke his
attempted to do. In fact, I caught leg In a preseason scrimmage,
several persons trying to vote He returned in time to help Madwho were not at all eligible." ison advance to the state finals.
Williams is not one of those the next season Williams aswho has been blessed with num- sumed , a leadership position on
erous 'gold spoons' that opened the squad, and led 1 through
opportunity's doors.
another successful campaign. It
He has lived most of his life was the same year he waspreailn a section of Richmond that is ldent of the senior class and
'across the tracks," coming from played the lead role In the sena family of less-than-modest lor play, the same position he had
means. The background showed occupied the previous year in the
through in Williams'early years. Junior production.
He ran with a gang of local Williams attracted a number of
toughs In grade and Junior high college scholarship offers folschooi, and had several brushes lowing his senior football season,
with police*, none of which was 'including one from the Naval Acmajor. He looked the part, too. ademy. He wanted to attend the
with long black hair slicked back Academy, and was a guest at
■
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A VIP

Annapolis during the Christmas have supplied medical educaton. to me.
vacation.
And I wanted to go to Vietnam.
"And I Just might dabble a
But he was afraid his back- "Now," he continued, "I'm little in politics, too. There's a
ground would prevent the nec- not saying I'm ail for the Viet- lot that can be done for this
essary Congressional appoint- nam war or anything like that. town and state. This new city adment, and signed a scholarship But if there's a war over there— ministration will make some good
at New Mexico Highlands in case if we have to be there—I was moves. It's the first good thing
he failed to meet Academy re- more than willing to go.
outside of Eastern that I've seen
quirements. Two days later the "Of course It's my fault about around here in quite a while."
appointment came, but the south- that accident. A few of us drank There are many other things
west school refused to release too much liquor one night and continually bombarding Wilhim from the previous commit- started driving like Idiots. I hope liams' witty mind.
ment.
Things like the next party...
It taught us a lesson."
So he headed for New Mexico, Williams says he may make a dellngquent accounts...business
only to return three weeks later. few business ventures in the opportunities...revision of laws
"I only wanted to play college Richmond area sometime in the he considers outdated...a good
football to get an education," future.
time...women...and money, a lot
Williams said. "And I realized "There's a hell of a lot of of It.
real quick that the New Mexico money to be made here," he
It ail adds up to excitement and
school wasn't going to give me said. "I hope to be one of those bright horizons.
much of an education, so I de- who find the pot of gold. Money
It's something most people with,.
cided to work my way through may not be everything as they Jimmy Dale Williams' beginning
Eastern."
/
say, but it sure looks good enough never find.
Williams has worked his way
through Eastern paying all his
expenses, and has still earned
enough money to purchase a modern car. When he bought the new
car, he gave an older one he
had been driving to his parents.
"When you have to work for
something," he said, "it seems
to have a little more meaning.
And you're less likely to abuse
it. And a Job keeps me out of
Downtown: Cornor 2nd & Main
trouble while giving me something constructive to do."
Williams wants to attend denUniversity Shopping Center
tal school if he can find the
necessary funds. He had hoped
Richmond Plaza Shopping Cantor
the Army would furnish the medllcal education when he enrolled
in advanced ROTC last year.
But following a year In the program and six weeks of rugged,
summer training, he was ruled
physically unfit.
The problem was a recurring
back and hip Injury suffered In a
car accident two years before.
"Believe it or not, I really
wanted to be an Army officer,"
he said. "First of all, It would
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Mad Professor
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Has he discovered a new formula for making
money? Jimmy Dale Williams, success-story-
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come-true, grins at Ms latest discovery In
the science laboratory. I

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

BY PATRICIA CARR
Academics Editor
The University's Alumni Aselatlon Is a valuable, but little known, friend of more than
17,000 Eastern graduates.
Sponsoring Homecoming In the
Kentucky Educational Asclatlon breakfast In the spring,
jmnl Day at commencement
publishing a biannual magaand bimonthly newsletter
re only ,a few of the services
I provides.
"We primarily try to keep
alumni Informed about Eastern,
Its progress and Its needs," said
James W. Thurman, alumni
soclatlon secretary. "We also
to keep graduates Informed
it one another."
The primary means of keeping
alumni informed are the Eastern
Alumnus, the official magazine of
the Alumni Association, and the
Eastern Alumni Newsletter.
^Subscriptions to the Eastern
/lumnus, which Is published each
fill and spring, are Included in
sftnual gifts to the Association,
•fte Newsletter, which is a supplement of the magazine, provides a means of improving communication between Eastern and
its growing number of graduates.
'"The newsletter contains per-

tlnent information that we feel been established throughout the
the alumni want to know about state and In many areas of th
Eastern and their former class- country. "We are always interested in forming an alumni chapmates," Mr. Thur man said.
The Alumni Office, in the Mary ter wherever our alumni are,"
Francis Richards Alumni House, Mr. Tburman said.
is located Just off the campus on The Association also performs
Lancaster Avenue. It serves as a numerous other services. It helps
headquarters where alumni may coordinate the eligibility of alobtain bulletins and information umni Into the Alumni Faculty
about Eastern and Its graduates. Recreation Center at Arlington.
Access to the placement serThe Alumni House also provides a recreation room, lounge, vice is provided free of charge
small kitchen and parking facil- to all alumni. Historical files are
ities to be used by returning kept on all graduates, providing a
alumni. "The house is their home means for former students to obwhen they are here," Mr. Thur- tain the addresses of their classmates.
man explained.
Visitor's cards may be picked
All Eastern graduates are
members of the Alumni Associa- up by visiting alumni at the
tion. When a student graduates Alumni House. The cards enhe Is entitled to one year active title the alumni to use the Ar-|
membership in the Alumni As- lington facilities for 24 to 72
sociation free of charge. Active hours. Parking permits, which
annual membership is then ob- enable the alumni to park on
tained by making an annual con- campus without receiving a cltribution or obtaining a life mem- taton, may be obtained at the
Alumni Office.
bership.
"We feel like we're the llnkJ
A major task of the Association each year Is organizing the between the University and the
return of the alumni to the cam- graduate. If anything comes up
pus during Homecoming. It sends about the University or Its serinvitations, handles reservations vices, ail our graduates have to
and schedules events for the al- do is get in touch with us. We
will get the Information for
umni.
Active Alumni Chapters have them," Mr. Thurman remarked.

SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS
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BEN^FRANKLIN

890

Moi.i Tues.i wed.
MOST in Dry Cleaning

Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
623-3939

Kraft
Peanut Brittle

3T1 W. Main

43c value

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN IY-PASS

Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 15<

CASUALS
THAT ARE
SO NEW, SO LOVELY.
So comfortable, so "Just
right" and fashionable. Genuine Weejuns® moccasins
by Bass are a girl's best
friend. Weejuns® . . .the
smart thing to wear.

Creamy Milkshakes

UNIVERSITY
SHOPING CENTER

EASTERN SCHOOL

111 WEST MAM ST. RCHMO*. KY.

/

tiort*

Magic
Moment
Foam-in Hair ColoiJ
NOW. COLORING
YOUR HAIR
IS AS EASY AS
PUSHING A BUTTON.

ulon

OF

INTRODUCING
MAGIC M0MENTTHE FIRST
PUSH-BUTTON
HAIR COLOR.

It is the constant endeavor
of the staff —
GRADUATES are
* tody

ONE STEPNO MIXING
OR DRIPPING.
COVERS GRAY.
BRIGHTENS DULL
FADING HAIR.
COMES IN
11 TRUE-TO-LIFE
SHADES.

SPECIALISTS IN
<
Waves
* Wide Wave
Permanent Waves
*
i

y*>* <*«*

ASK ABOUT THE

1964

TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT
IN HAIR DESIGN
/

- PIVOT POINT METHOD 623-4981

12

B&H SHOES

Chuck Wagon,

vU

MOUSES, SWEATERS

7 oz. $1.50 Value

Watch lor our Specials

MESH
H0SE

Adorn
Hair Spray

M|ml«n

FOR THE BEST VALUE IM j Seamless

i

''!*AJk

TeaTtinrKj
£m

klumqi Association Is 'Well Known'
■As Graduates' Little-Known Friend

$** H

212 SOUTH SECOND

423-5472

vOuXS*

V

i

Bunm '.- i ■M
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NO BALL AND CHAIN

Students Find Less Iron Bars, More" Normality In Prison Life
BY SONJA FOLE Y
Feature Editor

office—"The place where all the
shots are called."

• Fifteen Eastern student went
to LaGranffe Reformatory last
Thursday on a field trip.
•fl expected to see people chained to the wall and In cells with
bread and water »' said sophomore
Barry Johns. '^But lfs kind of
like dorm life; the Inmates even
have the key to their door; they're
just like
everyone else—except for being criminals."
"Essentially we toured the physical plant," said Brett Scott
corrections project director at
Eastern.
That Includes dormitories, dining hall, kitchen, records office,
hospital, recreation facilities
<gyronaslum, weight room, and
boxing room) and the warden's

LaG range has approximately
1,700 Inmates and is 89% selfsufficient.
"Probably the biggest misconception that one could have,"
said Scott, "la that a prison is a
place for punishment
They
just don't see the intricate parts
behind the walls."
Prison Industries keep the
Inmates busy raising vegetables and butchering hogs and beef
to process in the cannery.
Road signs and all Kentucky
license plates are made there.
"They
sell the plates to the
state's license department for
11 cents each-qulte a contrast
to what we pay," said Scott

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors.
Phonographs, Car Radios

"When <we toured the infirmary,
the guard held my hand to protect me from the new Inmates I"
Movies also are shown regularly.
The purpose of the field trip
was to Inform the students not
only of LaGrange's physical
faculties, but also of the role
the institution plays In the rehabilitation process.
"Yon can stand and teach people in a classroom " Scott said,
"but, until they actually visit a
place like LaGrange and see what
lfs "really Uke, real learning
hasn't taken place. In the back
of their minds Is still the Idea
that the prisoners are caged until
their set time Is up."
The walls and high fence are
constant reminders that the inmates of LaGrange are still In
custody. But they aren't confined to cells unless they commit
a offense within the prison.
Counselors, chaplains, social
workers and teachers are the
evidence that LaGrange alms at
rehabilitation. Scott said.
"Inmates are prepared for
parole by training them for a Job
and place in society before release," said Scott "About'half
of them will return to the life
of a criminal."

The clothes that Inmates wear
are made there as well as the
surgical gowns and masks for
hospital use.
One worker at the reformatory turned out to be a relative
of one of the Eastern
students touring the facilities. /
He was quite pleased to stop his
work and chat a minute-" Why I
remember playing horse shoes
with you when you were a little
fellow!"
Data processing at LaGrange
produces the cards for the department of mental health and
use In classification.
There Is also a soap Industry,
work In drafting, making shoes
auto
mechanics, mechanical
drawings and leather work.
Intramural teams In baseball,
basketball and soccer have drawn
much enthusiasm, according to
the director of recreation there.
"They've really gotten away
from the Iron bars routine,"
Gary Brown said. I had watched
a lot of old Humphrey Bogart
movies and expected thesameold
prison scene."
The only girl who went Delores cievenger, "was really amased. They have vocational and
academic schools for everything.

UP

'It Says That...'
Dot. ..Dot.., Dash-Dash- computer interpreters check the "wonder machine's" re-suits.
ni

CLICK'S

Computer Center Offers Convenience:
Agriculture Building To Be Best I Rapid, Versatile Campus Service
In State System, Official Says

85% DONE

iAHO & TV SERVICE
W. IRVINE STREET PHONE 623-3272

m*"h|M, Eastern's accounting
and payroll systems are partially
BY JEFF BONinDLL
•■
on the machine which eliminates
much of the time element and
our enrollment has Jumped from
BT PATTD5 O'NEILL
At aXfeat of $260,000 this stru- _ ** Untverslty's^data proces- human error factors.
40 to 180 students."
Staff Reporter
cture will provide Eastern with **«* center located in the ten- Approximately 125 students
ths best agricultural facilities ment of the Administration Build- are taking courses Involving the
Presently under construction
In the state university system **>» provides a rapid and contln- Honeywell 200. Business students
on the Eastern By-Pass opposite
he said. "It will definitely give"** aervice td the Eastern com- often learn how to use it as well
the State Police Barracks7 is the
j—
«. -AW
-L* »«nttv.
as math students in computing.
new Agriculture Building, now
Hl^SS!?!
™»
2K
»*S?
Easterife
one
computer,
a
math problems. Cards are band
85% completed.
K22JK. ^ ^y*
Honeywell 200 model, consists of punched by the students who use
Dr. A.E. Householder, chairHouseholder added.
elgm pieces of mechamcaleonto-ayiiuxMa for the problems and
man of the agriculture departSome of the advantages are™1*, Including five magnetfc it is then fed into the machine,
ment, hopes to move in by late
w. s"rie?oflhSr^hwlth^^. • tjg *"**»« J5» "H^LjiTbE
m!
February*
Information
a fluorescent light in order to «*«*•_* F**L.JZ1*2? fSS^^SSS^^^
The one-story brick structure
nai B<wcation«row~a^^
departed-- fe tortSK Committee wlU sponwr a series der lights and thedalir arien^* c«*ralprc«es^
crop
crop. animal science and farm of Foreign FUms during second room which will have a complete y does most of the work, and ft-ftSse
semester. FUms will be shown and fully-operating mutatis ma- other parts which either print or ' The machine, or "big hairy
mechanics divisions.
The buUdlnz contains three Sunday evenings at 7:30 in the chine system. Also the mechan- store Information.
mnnuter " as Ridriey calls It.
les shop
be »n«u*ii»wu
equipped with
Mr. Pat
director of the Derforms
™^'s a
,rtesof
»»
***v wlU
«*** •»»•
wuu mr.
rwi Ridgley,
nnvi^uiiwnirwuw
a 8series
of o|
<
operations,
classrooms, a large classroom- FerreU Room.
of
12
films
will
several
test
engines
and
data
processing
center,
told
The
J^
i
i
time
to
move one
e
nterna
laboratory, a machine laboratory, *
one card from point A
farm mechanics shop a borti- include Shop on Main Street, Feb. all of the classrooms will contain Progress last week that our comid departmen-l8j Exterminating Angel,
15; laoorafory-aemonstraaon
laboratory-demonstration conn-puter
conn- puter compiles ana
and completes 2"
point B within the machine
cultureworkshopanddepartmen-18;
Angei, Feb.
ran. »;
to-point
tal offices in comparison to three The Caretaker, Feb. 22; and Majorters.
all grade forms in 24 hours, ltseut

Foreign Films
To Be Shown
Spring Term

search has been done,too. Psychological and nuclear, resonance
problems for physics professors
have bean completed.
Ridgley also said that feed
analysis for Eastern's cattle has
been figured on the computer. By
computing the information fed Into
It, the computer told what feed
mixture would be bast for the
animals getting the most productivity for the least amount of
fead._
The Honeywell computer is
rented on a monthly basis for
$4700. Larger models rent from
$16,000-100,000 monthly. Averaging a 13-14 hour work day, the..
constant use of the computer is important.
In case of breakdown in one
of Its
many parts the machine win diagnose what is wrong and
direct the operator to fix it. Once
a phone call is made to the rental agency, the machine is usually
lours
fcentlnued on Page Seven)

one." said
Dr. Householder.
problem was that the program grew faat^than w. £uld
build fariimea for It Since 1985

CORNER NORTH SECOND It IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Where You Get Quality
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week
,

Black Orpheus, May 3: The Gold ment. "A ™ cu*""™""*
Rush, May 17; and TheBlue Angel.be offered - tart management
May^ 24. There will be no an-whlchl. f^^ *£*"£•
mission charge.
'SS^^SST^

Physics Department

| Bridge Begins

Gets $44,184 Grant

For Coeds

TH. nM»Mm

Jm I„.I„H. 3 Social programs are being sat

.£«
JSSWMS •—?M.S2 AT.-women's
«—
«•question~*
activities
grant from the National Science '£■*■■ J
*T
i ?'• nalre. "The most
0T

tn,

ch,r8

interest was
foundation to conduct a one- ^^S^IS* SUST^ £ Sown » lelrmn
ruing
bridge and
year training program inphys'ical gggffJJgt *2?°r °* ^Jtonttlng," said Pat Newell, grad^^foralgnthandninthgrade "^STSSSSSU foUow-up*?^,^** to uTdean of
conferences on problems of im- women.
Bridge lessons began Tuesday
plementation of the program u»fc£Mary K. ingles. Dean of
classrooms. Dr. George added. omen,
teaching
1
fc

ySsny (Maim* ^nttquea
PHONE (60S) 623-0333

OLYNDON HOTEL
242-2BO WB8T MAIN STREET

New Moons Gifts
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40478

Our fine antiques and gifts or* hand-picked for
The quality of your fas to and the she of your coin.

He m^^i^S^MA^S^S
i^nFrnS
rtc

r" *r■, *• ^

v

^.TT? f"L tH********?!*
.J?"
n*£ ^Z^JSALS"
sons will
be made later depend^ Qn ^ muchlnt#^tln,5^

SomeTaschool systems incoun-^*6 nni. wa*Ma^8'
"Some of the activities for
ties surrounding Eastern have In- next
semester are knitting and a
dicated willingness to participate ^
ft the program, Dr. George said. »•**<» show/' Mlaa NeweUaald.
More than half of the grant will
be used as stipends for the partlclpatlng teachers,

HUSH PUPPIES

NOW

$26.95
WEJUNS-NEW STYLES

LOAFERS-HAKDSEWN

:fl

ahr lluuuTiuhj ^luifi
Prices Slashed in Every Deportment in the Stere.
H yen*** never bam a ttgwteed bafara, here'* yeur enence la be one. The UnWaratty Shop h«i dropptd
th* prices el hun*r»a« af clethlnf ana! aaeaaaaiy Mama . . - in every department
Every "ttftrtwed" .Nam la ear tap brene warabaaaTaat aaata, »uH», dntitt, apart eoati and |acketa,
(weatart, shirts and slacks, shirts and blaassa. Has, base, shoes, Jewelry, belts and ether accessories.
Tifbtwad Bays la no license to steal, bat rrs aHnaat aa gaad.

MEN'S and WOMEN'S

Reg. $12.95 - $13.95

'WSIsilM

li — Friday
THE BR1IK1E AT KEMAOI
REMAGEN
taeatfe Segal, Robert Vaackn

NOW

S&, NOW $9.95

MERCHANDISE

AUDTTOBIUM
lfl —
No Mevto
EKU njinspiiiekj

$1695-$23.30 $16.95-$18.95 $8.95-$9.95
Men's and
Teen's

m

HI

MOTION HOtinsflC
ATTRACTIONS

Monograms
Were $24.95 • $34.95

K]

,

MOVIES!

BASS

Im

«■?
aCfSrS?
"SfSSl
...
"*'in"-~*
.,.^^»SS:
f^-ghinjr
Case "*and. „Sullivan.

human
scientific
num... development
uc.wwi. c of
w a .c »m.
concepts, has been used on an
experimental
basis in schools In
»KT <->«.< •*_**... o-M *n- *K« ~» „*
SLfSW
for the past

=

FL0RSHEIM

m 9hlnAracJ

e

Mevl

SAVE NOW!!

1» —
Ne Mevie
*Crofut,Vi
Jaassu7 IB — IMaaaar
Ne Movie
EKU Qjiiiiffcialni

DAILY HOURS: 9:30 - 5:30

Jausaanr SI — WedaMedaj

^H

8ECBJCT CEREMONY
ITMaawetli Taylor, Mia Farrow,
Jaw

tt —

Breagkt baek for your Ursa,
•ai er repeat aajeynieat
Vasjeeea Redgrave, France Nere.
{Raoterd Uarna, D»TM Utaamlage

200 & 214 WEST MAIN STREET

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
__

1

BANKAMERICARD

— Ticket Offlee
ItMPJL
Starts 8.-ff PJf.

mm

Me

aHjrHtriufrsity&hop

212 WATER ST. 623-9674

I

Pledge Periods
Nearly Over
(Continued from Pafe One)
carefully during th« two fill holiday periods.
Every fraternity has a pledge
master or pledge trainer who Is
responsible for educating the
pledges In the history and ways
ieach Individual organization,
i pledge masters were resslble for coordinating pledge
class activities and duties.
Duties for the Pledges varied
within Eastern's fraternity system. Tau Kappa Epsllon pledges
set their own duties to show reslet to the active chapter. Sigma
novices were required to wear
if tie to all classes and Sigma
hi pledges were required to
study during the week.
All organisations required their
pledges to learn their fraternity histories and traditions.
Pledge period was a time for
learning, bom fraternal and academic. Most fraternities set up
special "study halls" during the
week for the pledges. University
regulations state, as do many
fraternity rules, mat pledges may
not be initiated without a 2.0
overall academic standing.
Each pledge class elected Its
own officers to run the dally
affairs of the "organisation within the organisation." These officers led the class In their mon-

ri

He continued that responsibility for all damage would revert
to the original accident, and to
the driver of the car. "The Unlverslty's attorneys are already
preparing actions against the.,
driver's insurance company,"
Dr. Martin said.
He assured the Councilmembers that the driver's status
as a student would not be endangered by the Incident. "They
(the two boys In the car that
hit the utility pole) were Just
two fine boys who happened to
slide on the ice...I've had minor
accidents on ice-I'm sure everyone has," be said.
Dr. Martin said that the final
damages resulting from the accident may climb as high as
120

»••

Are professors allowed to give
exams the week prior to finals?
Dean Thomas F. Stovall,Dean
of Academic Affairs, has requested that professors assign
no unusually heavy workloads,
extra major tests research papers or projects to be submitted
the last week of classes each
semester

tr.

*

}1\

\l

Nearly
50,000 elementary
school children are learning
mathematics this school year
mostly on their own ihjqer> unique system for tailoring instruction to a pupil's individual
needs and abilities, the- U.S. Office of Education
PreserKnown as Indivldt
lbed Instruction (IPI), ve experimental technique isI ig'made
available to more than 160 schools
in 32 States by Research for
Better Schools, Inc., I Philadelphia - based
educational
laboratory supported by the Office of Education's National Center for Educational Research and
Development
j .
In IPI, teachers diagnose
learning problems by evaluating
pupil performance on highly
specialised
tests. They men
prescribe lessons and materials
specially designed to help the
student achieve specific objectives, for example, finding the
squares of numbers 1-W or dividing decimals by whole numbers.
Children master the materials
on their own and at their own
pace, but there are also small
group or classroom .'sessions
where children hear-ltectures,
take part in discussions or thrash
out common problems.
Students may also teach one
another by tutoring 'younger
children, helping another student learn new conceptsv.dr playing games that reinforce learning tasks. Outer features of IPI
are tests before and after each
lesson, management procedures
for teachers to follow, training
programs for aides, teachers,
and administrators, and ways of
monitoring and evaluating the
system.

When and where should students, who are not working en
campus now bat wish to do
so second semester, apply for a
JobT

Mr. Herb Vesclo, director of
financial assistance, said that
students who have not been previously employed on campus should
apply for a Job in room 200,
Administration Building, after
Feb. L Several positions for
students with good typing ability will probably be available.

Reformatory

Elementary School Pupils
Learn Math At Own Pace

(lEDITORS NOTE: Reaeoaey-maklng and service projects
ableT
pertinent questions for this
both for the school, fraternity feature-service
may be sent to
and community.
The
Progress,
Fourth
Pledge class officers often ac- ,"?*•
oor Jones Building.)
ted as a liaison between the *> >
pledges and the active chapter.
Several pledge classes made
off-campus trips to nearby
I ■*» allowed to pce-reglster.
>
schools and national headquar- > ■"■• "•«• approv
jg"*j^nwi*?
be
nritfl the
sera.
What
should
grades
are
Phi Delta Tbeta pledges
I
do?
traveled to Miami University,
Oxford, Ohio, and Phi Delta headquarters. Pi Kappa Alpha pledges
Some students will not be able
will drive to Memorial Headquar- to complete the registration proters
in Memphis, Tenn. this cess due to loans or scholarships
weekend.
not being cleared. In this event,
Theta Chi pledges visited the those students should drop out
Illinois chapter at Northwestern
University, and Drtta Upsllon ^ZSiSrSS^SS^.
.. . tag. will virft the University ^^^0^pledges
of Wisconsin in February.
and pick up the process durSigma Nu novices visited the lals
ing regular registration at the
Sigma Nu headquarters at the Check-out Section located on the
Virginia Military Institute in main concourse (swimming pool
Lexington, Vs. Tau Kappa Ep- side) of the Alumni Coliseum.
sllon pledges visited active chap- These students
should report
ters at Morehead State Univer- to the side door of the auxsity, the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville. iliary gymoearest the swimming
pool and snow their packet and
None of Eastern's fraternities class cards during registration.
permits either mental or physipossible
these - students
cal hazing. National rulings, If
should
report
at
a.m. the day
chapter by-laws and University their alphabetical8 group
regisregulations prohibit-its use.
ters.
Initiations will be taking place
in the next few weeks. Rush besee
gins in four weeks and the whole
process begins all over again.

'This Was The
Week That Was'
(Continued from Page One)
city could "only blacken the eye
of the University."
The Courier-Journal stories
contained interviews with several
students whose rooms had been
flooded, and a few of the students had expressed their discontent with the University's handling of the situation.
,
The president defended the Unlverslty's efforts, saying that
"everything is being done that can
possibly be done..plumbers are
working long hours overtime to
restore heating and to prevent
further flooding of rooms."
When asked about possible
damage suits against Eastern by
students whose rooms had been
flooded, Dr. Martin said that
the University could not be held
i for ifae a
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IPI reading, spelling, handwriting, and science programs
are' undergoing field tests in
special demonstration schools
this year. By 1971, social studies will be added to the list for
wide-scale testing In schools around the country.
About 3,000 elementary school
children in 28 schools are learning reading through IPI, and its
success is often striking. A good
example is the Downey Elementary School in Harrlsburg,
Pa., where the program Is three
years old.
Mrs. Helene Broome, principal, says: "Ninety percent of our
sixth graders were reading below their level in 1965 before IPI
was Introduced. Last year 22
percent of sixth graders were
reading on or above their level."

"Its success demonstrates that
scientific knowledge about learning, derived from a broad base
of research, can produce significant improvements in educational practices," Dr. HJelm says.
He noted that a study comparing test scores in six IPI
demonstration schools and six
control schools showed: At the
50th percentile, across grades,
IPI pupils were one or more
levels higher man the other pupils 41 percent of the time.
Credit for the invention and
design of IPI goes to researchers at the University of Pinsburgh's Learning Research and
Development Center headed by
Dr. Robert Glaser.
The Center Is one of 11 university-based research and development groups supported by
the National Center for Educational Research and Development. Their goal is finding or
producing solutions to major educational problems.
A new report on IPI, titled
"A Progress Report: Individually Prescribed Instruction," is
available while the supply lasts
from Research for Better Schools
Inc., 1700 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa., 19103.
The Philadelphia laboratory is
one of 15 regional educational
laboratories also supported by
the National Center for Educational Research and Development
They develop and demonstrate
tested alternatives to educational
practices, particularly those designed by the research centers.
Support for the program is provided under the amended Cooperative Research Act which authorises research, development,
and dissemination to improve
education at all levels.

Equally
important,
Mrs.
Broome adds, is the program's
Impact on the children's behavior. She says, that last year no
"anti-social" acts such as vandalism, requiring police action,
were committed by children in
her school area. In 1965, the
tally was 137 police contacts.
Mrs. Broome believes that IPI
gives children "a chance to express themselves as Individuals,
- to master materials specially
selected for them, and to be
responsible for thler own education and behavior."Self-Image
blooms in this setting, she says.
"IPI is the culmination of intensive research and development efforts* some of them going back to the 1960's, to discover how children learn and how to
individualise learning," says
Howard F. HJelm, head of the
U.S. Office of Education educational laboratories program.

(Continued from Page Six')
Ridgley also said that sched*
tiling is a problem he must pat:
up with. With increased services
continually being put on
the computer, a precise schedule most be followed.
If one office worker in the
Administration Building is sick
or
falls' to complete In-;:
formation; time is lost and back
up orders cause delay.
s

Campus Play
(Continued from Page One) •
"Lou" and Larry Pergram is
"Ike."
Miss Patricia Melody, Instructor of Drama and Speech, directs the production.
Admission la 75 cents for high
school students, 31 for EKU students and 91.25 for general
admission. Tickets may be purchased at the Theatre box off
flee from 2-8 p.m. dally. Reservations most be picked up bit
6 p.m. on the evening of the peiv
formance.
The play opened last night
■ —

■

■

;

Rogers A Winner
Jo Rogers of Eastern finished
first last Saturday In the discussion division of the Miami
University Individual Events Public
Speaking
Competition,
Twenty-six colleges and universities entered.

CLUB-TIVITY
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Official
Eastern organisations may tend
announcements for this
column to Club-tivity, The
grees. Fourth Floor,
Building.)
TEKES Sponsor Drive
Tau Kappa Epsllon is having a
clothing drive.

NEWS BRIEFS
Psychologist Available; Blood Donors Needed
An appeal for blood donations specifying their donation for Director of Student Health Services, 2836, or the Counseling Cenfor an Eastern alumnae has been Lowe.
ter, 224L
Issued by the Alumni Office.'
*••
John W. Lowe, class of 1954
and now employee of the Street
•••
Department, Richmond, was ' Dr. Thomas Bute, a psycholopinned between two trucks In a gist, will be available through
garage Tuesday, crushing a leg the Student Health Services start* .
and severing an artery.
* ing Tuesday Jan. 13. Dr. Bute's A new Graduate Education club,
Donors may go to the Univer- schedule will be from 1 p.m. to the Eastern Kentucky University
sity Medical Center, at Univer* 9 p.m. Appointments and rafer->Graduate Counseling Assocsity of Kentucky, Lexington» -rais should be made through the iation. has been approved.

-

Picture* Available

are still in room 206
of the Coatee Administration Building, and are needed for prereglst ration and registration.
ID'S

•••

Dr. Wletse de Hoop, chairman of the Special Education
department has been elected
vice-president of the Kentucky
United Cerebral Palsy AasocU-

Reordered friendship pictures
can be picked up between 10 a.mi
until 4 p.m. tomorrow and next
week at the Milestone Office;
Fourth Floor, Jones Building.
I
Holly Ban Friday
The Greek Holly Ball, sponsored
by the Pan-Hellenic Council is
scheduled for Friday (Jan. 16?
at 9 p.m. in the Martin Hall Cafeteria.,

WALLACE'S PAY TOP PRICES FOR YOUR BOOKS.
WHILE YOU ARE IN WALLACE'S RESERVE YOUR
BOOKS FOR NEXT TERM.
USE THE HANDY RESERVE FORM IN THIS AD.
WALLACE'S

Special Textbook Service
tor
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

(No Cash Required)
WALLACE'S
• GUARANTEES - THE RIGHT BOOK
FOR THE RIGHT COURSE!
BOOK RESERVATION BLANK

Every year — without fall - the Bookstores or the
Publishers run short of certain titles at school opening
— and many students are without a text for 2 or 3 weeks
- IE SAFE AT WALLACES - RESERVE ROOKS ROW

Reserve Books This EASY Way-

(All Books Fully Returnable)

FILL IN THIS BOOK RESERVATION BLANK. DROP IN MAIL,

Dipt.

THEN FORGET ABOUT YOUR BOOK REQUIRMENTS UNTIL

Course
Number

Sec-

YOU PICK THEM UP WHEN YOU ARRIVE ON CAMPUS.
/

Name „
Home
Address

Street

"BOOKS WILL BE HELD UNTIL FEB. 10, 1970"
WALLACE'S

Stete

City

GUARANTEES

Local Address
(if available) _

—•
.""rr.."-

We will select from our extensive stock,
GOOD USED or
NEWr«qu«*d books, os you specify, sock 'em, and have them
ready for you to pick up at your convenience.

I Prefer DGood Used DNew Books
A

Signed
■

*

-

■

.

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE

292

—

SOUTH SECOND

RICHMOND. KY. 40475

BOOK STORE
i

)

I

■i..-l ■
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Eastern Faces Tall FoeEast Tennessee Bucs

The View

From Here

BUI Stringer. He adds height off the bench and scoring 5.7
to the already tall front line. Al- points a game.
though not a high scorer last
The Buccaneers come into the
The Colonels end a three game y««r. he was a demon on the game with a 2-2 OVC slate.
homestand this Saturday night when boards. He averaged 6.8 points
On Monday night the Colonels
they meet the East Tennessee a g^e and pulled down a team will take to the road again when
Buccaneers, one of toe tallest leading 233 rebounds.
they meet Tennessee Tech in
teams in the conference at 8
The starting guards
for Cookeville^ Teiuv
p.m. In Alumni Coliseum.
East Tennessee will be Gordon The Tech Golden Eagles will
East Tennessee is fresh off an Gifford and Gale Daniels.
present Eastern with Its third
upset victory over Murray last
Gifford is a 6-2 Junior who 7-foot foe in four games. WestMonday, and they took Ohio Val- was a regular last year and man- era had Jim McDaniels Middle
ley Conference leader Western aged to average 6.8 a game, be- Tennessee... Booker Brawn, and
into an overtime before falling sides providing valuable floor this time it will be Art Bosnak,
M-M.
leadership.
Tech's leading scorer.
Eastern, too. won Its last game,
Daniels is the shortest play- Bosnak really came around this
an 88-78 win over conference foe er on toe storting unit at 5- yunx niter a couple of lacklus- 1
Middle Tennessee on Monday 11. Re played his Ugh school tor seasons. He Is currently
night.
ball at Thomas Jefferson in Louis averaging around 18 points
The Buccaneers were led by villa, Ky. Daniels saw con-10 rebounds a contest,
1969 Ali-OVC performer Mike slderable action lest year coming He Is given strong support!
Kretzer. The 6-5 senior led
forwards Rich Stone and Ron
the Bucs in their win over MurButton, who are averaging in
ray as he pumped in 20 points.
double figures. Stone is averaging
Besides All-conference honors,
12 points to rank second on the
Kretzer has piled up quite a
team and is leading toe Eagles with
number of awards which Include
11 rebounds a game.
being named to toe All-Mideast
Sutton is a veteran who Is
Region team in 1968 and the
starting for toe third straight
Freshmen of the Year in the
season. The 6-5 senior is averOVC in 1966-67. »
aging over 11 points and 10
During his frosh season, Kretrebounds a game.
zer carried a 31.3 average,
Tech's guards are Bill Bland
including a
48 point game,
and John Cannichael. Bland is
which is a' school record. In
from Woodford County (Ky.) and
Kretzer's Junior year he manis playing In his third year for
aged a 19.8 average but was
toe Golden Eagles, He was one
overshadowed by another OVC
of the leading scorers during
great, Harley Swift, who has
each of toe past two years, but
graduated.
bis average has fallen off some
Kretzer is a good shooter and a
this year to nine points per game.
strong rebounder, reports indiCarmichael is close behind with
cate.
an eight point average.
Joining Kretzer at toe other
Tennessee Tech is 1-3 In OVC
forward will be 6-7 Junior Phil
actt0
w h
CONNIE OMAN
" 'ft only wln ^"^Lf
over V
Mwdl
wmiford. Wllliford is also a
Tech Coach
« Tennessee 57-5T.
veteran and was the third leading
scorer on last year's team.
The Bucs' center is
6-8
BY JACK FBOST
Staff Sports Reporter

t> KARL PARK Progress Soorfs .Editor .
Saturday's game with Western which was televised
throughout central Kentucky to approximately 1,000,000
viewers by VVKYT-TV of Lexington has brought about
both favorable and unfavorable comments by Eastern
students and fans.
Most people thought that the whole program, which
started last Friday morning with the different equipment ■
being set up, was a smooth and thorough broadcast by
WKYT-TV. And we are inclined to agree.
Of course, there are always some skeptics. There
are those who said the fact that the lights went out before the game not only dimmed the basketball floor, but
also dimmed the spirit of both teams and the fans. This
was disspelled early in the game when both teams had
hot streaks — Western first, then Eastern — and the
enthusiasm of the crowd, was nothing short of tremendous.
The other main criticism that critics had about the
TV broadcast was the occurrence of the "TV timeouts."
One of these timeouts was called when Eastern had
built a nine-point lead and was just getting ready to
start u fast break.
Timeout was called with the score 71-62. When play
msumed. Western quickly outscored the Colonels, 12-2,
to take the lead and win the game.
These timeouts have not only been the target of
this past week's game, but also most all coaches who
have teams playing on TV. But everyone knows the reason for these breaks in the action. Broadcasting and
televising a basketball game must have sponsors.
These sponsors pay for so many spots during the
course of the game, and because opposing coaches do
not take timeouts required for commercials, "TV timeouts" have to be called.
Despite the skeptics, we commend WKYT-TV on a
job well done and hope to see it at Alumni Coliseum in
the near future.
SUPPORT YOUR FROSH
A crowd can mean a lot to an athletic team.
Take last Saturday night for an example.
The Eastern freshmen team played host to Sue Bennett Junior College in the preliminary tilt to the EasternWestern clash. A good size crowd was on hand for the
freshmen game, undoubtedly thinking of that good Beat
for the varsity game.
The crowd perked up the frosh in the second half
and broneht them from 13 points behind to an impressive 83-77 overtime victory. Why not come early to every
game and give your support to this team? If you are
going to watch one Eastern team play, why not come an
hour earlier and see two Eastern squads and some of
the members of next year's varsity netters perform?
Saturday night would be a good time to start supiM)Hing the Baby Colonels as they entertain Somerset
Community College.

'Bright' Future
Western has a "bright" future in the Ohio
Valley Conference this year, or so it seemed
last Saturday night against Eastern. Senior
forward Wayne Bright (42), wrestling for
a rebound with Willie Woods (24), came into
the game in the second half for the Hill-

toppers and led them to an 86-83 victory by
scoring nine points and collecting 12 rebounds. Western stands at the top of the
loop with a 44) mark, followed by Murray at
4-1.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

HEARTBREAKER
Western Edges Eastern With Late Rally

"I don't think I've ever seen ton and was operated on early
club can win if they don't listen
a more vicious thing than what Tuesday morning... Freshmen
to Instructions."
After toe Western game Strong the crowd did tonight"
team is really hurting. The inStrong was referring to the Jury bug has hit Coach Jack Hlssaid the Eastern viewers would
It was an eventful week for the see a few new faces against the crowd's reaction to Eastern's som's club bard. Leading scorer
Colonels.
leading scorer, Boyd Lynch.
Middle Tennessee club.
Charlie Mitchell suffered a seFor the first time in three
"Boyd's been having his vere sprained left wrist in game
He wasn't kidding.
years the Eastern basketball
Monday night's encounter with troubles of late," Strong said, against Sue Bennett College...
team lost to Western on the A_ the Blue Raiders saw Junior Tim
"I'm sure they'll be Ironed Coleman received a letter of Inlumnl Coliseum floor. .
Argabrlght start for the first out soon. But there is no excuse quiry from Seattle Supersonics
Although one record was set, time in his varsity career at for toe fans to react that way. of NBA...Overall Colonel record
another was kept intact. Never Eastern.
'^'They actually booed him.
Is 5-5 and 3-2 in OVC play...
has
Middle
Tennessee
University
He
responded
to
toe
challenge"To
boo
him
for
any
reason
East Tennessee game will be toe
ALL PURCHASES
beaten a Colonel team In Rich- by hitting six of seven shots, is absurd. If they want to boo last home contest until Feb. 2mond.
and scored on six free throws in anyone, let them boo me. I'm vs. Canlsius
j i.
i IM n i
.ii .
Before a television audience of M «.m> .M«ma*«.. - - f. -wsjfifc"' paid to coach here and ;, . i.i i.fflMirt
r
more than l.OOO.OQOj Eastern
"Tlmi did a real good Job fqrTJFl*-free game for anything at
dropped an 86-83 decision to the) us out there tonight," Strong saidVny time," Strong said
*
■Prffifc YOU WAIT
Hilltoppers.
after the Middle gome. "He may
Strong continued very sarcas
ly "Those
"The ball game was ours," have gotten a little tired at toe tically,
people that did
» MTn<
aid rj--. 17o^n1t«7
Guy Strong said. When we were end, but then again everyone did boo Lynch should be proud of rOl F dCUlly
up by 10 points with only five because we were pressing almost themselves
selves. I don't think too
minutes to play, I thought sure the entire 40 minutes..
many of them have toe brains Due to a number of requests
M
toe game was ours."
Argabrlght wasn't the only one they were bom with."
from faculty members for a
Not true, however. Western to catch some praise from the
strong turned his attention back place to workout toe Eastern
scored 12 of the next 14 points affable head coach.
to toe ball game Just completed Intramural Department is sponto go ahead 74>73 and the game
"Carl (Greenfield) did a real at this point, and complimented soring an activity night each
good Job for us. He didn't score his bench. "I thought we got a Friday. The Auxiliary Gym In
Richmond's Prestige Diamond Store For 25 Yrs. was all but over.
"Some of our fellows Justdidn't too many points, (8), but there good effort from everyone to- Alumni Coliseum will be open from
Begley Drug Next Door
623-1292 carry
out their assignments," is a whole lot more to the game night. Even toe substitutes came 7-0 p.m. for faculty members Starting his first game this season, junior forward Tim
v
Argabrlght responded with 18 points In the Colonels' 88-78
(Strong said. "There's no way a than Just scoring points. He through for us."
only.
*
1 played the entire second half with
George Bryant came off toe
Available activities will in- win over Middle Tennessee. Eastern used 28 free throws and
a tight defense to win its third OVC game against two losses.
four personal fouls too. That cer- bench Monday to score a total elude basketball, volleyball, bad- The
Raiders' Ken Riley (83) Is attempting to block the
tainly tells you something of of 18 points, all in the second mlnton and a place for indoor shot,Blue
while
Joe Barclay (24) prepares for the rebound.
the way he controlled himself and half. "I was really pleased with Jogging,
(Photo by Larry Bauey)
put his game together."
everyone," Strong said.
Strong continued about the play
of BlUy Burton, Willie Woods COLONEL CLIPS-Strong will
and Greenfield. "I really can't "*©»t Hkely go with toe same
say enough for them with the way starting line-up against East
they've played toe last couple of Tennessee Saturday night (Bur
games. I'm really happy with and
tdh, Greenfield, Woods. Coleman
them."
Argabrlght)...Colonel frosh
and Storm with 28 and 21 points, half Johnson and Upchurch carWith all the happiness of the 0r«U Palmer suffered a shouldBY JACK FROM
respectively. Two other Colonels ried toe load for the yearlings
victory over the Middle Tennes- er separation in Monday night* s
Staff Sports Reporter
scored in double figures, as Wade helped along by Mrazovich and1
see array (88-78), there was a preliminary action. He was
fr^-hm™n *—™
r«i«««i
Upchurch pumped In 18 and Ralph Wayne Seudder. Johnson and
ol
f e
sour note too.
rushed to a hospital in Lexing- which
JJf S
°™}
*, !?Tf with
j!ain«m' Johnson had 12 markers. Vince Scudder-played their best game
has been plagued
juries and a tough schedule, split Mrazovich rounded out toe bal- of the season.
The frosh placed three players
its two games since returning anced frosh attack with four
in double figures as Upchurch
points. from a long holiday break.
For toe game the Colonels shot netted 22 and Storm and John- 1
Last Saurday night against
Sue Bennett Junior College, toe 43.6 percent Sue Bennett finished_ son 14 each. Scudder managed'0''
•
baby Colonels surged from a hot from toe charity stripe can- eight points, but more important*911?
45-34 halftime deficit to tie the ning 15 of 18 for a 83 percent was his rebounding. His eight re^
game after regulation time 75-78 mark, while Eastern managed on- bounds Ued him with Storm antf
Jerrys' Jim Hurley for game hon-' '
and go on to win 83-77 in over- ly 15 of 23 forjBS percent
On Monday night the under- ore.
time. Charlie Mitchell and Phil
Jerry's AAU was led by forStorm led toe late comeback manned baby Colonels fell to a
which netted toe frosh their third powerful Jerry's AAU team, 88- mer Georgetown College AUNOW. . .ynnc
win of toe year. Sue Bennett's 84. Eastern managed to stay .with American Cecil Tuttle who
Mike Lewis, a 5-11 sparkplug, Jerry's for about toe first eight garnered 24 points. Hewasfol- L
shut ply re due ed prsfMnnts to
kept his team in the game until minutes of the game, but without lowed closely by Hurley's 2^^
nvtp yes gvv siisi leu vewim] TIN?
high-scoring Mitchell who has a markers. Seven-foot Tom Payne., ,
toe overtime came.
sprained hand, the frosh could not was held to 14 points, which is ,
Lewis
led
the
visitors
with
28
first three yean.
under his season's average. Re- .,
points and most of them came in maintain the pace.
Storm led Eastern during the serve forward Gene Kirk came
spurts. He was followed by Ron
arris, who managed to drop in early part of toe game as he was Into toe game' and notched 15
practically unstoppable from long points and seven rebounds.
"A
little
time
now
can
pay
off
20
points.
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010
NOW . . . you
in a lifetime of satisfaction."
Eastern was led by Mitchell and short range. In the second
(Continued on Page Nine)
BT AX CLARK
Staff Sports Reporter

BNGRAVED FRIE

*GymNight

Name Branch You Know
And Trust

KESSLER JEWELERS

Argabright Nets Two .

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America

. . . featuring the Me insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"

■

r»

Freshmen Squad Defeats Sue Bennett,
I Loses To Taller Jerry's AAU ' '.,

Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Mak

Serviced

JOHNSON OUT ARD MOTORS

o

ii

-*
-■ »■prwTwTTwwl nH

■Wa-

Kentucky Central Ufa Insurance Company
At Eastarn Kentucky Univeriity '
Phil Ruchka Agency. 235 Wayna Or. 623-7966

o
NOW . . . yon can ejet ai tfce
facts from your Cofeae lift
representative.

haO

o

NOW . . .
about tne
the policy
tor convoke

iKl

m

yon snonM know
WEN EFAC TO* . . .
plane id exclusively
men*

See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

QUICK!
Coll Up For

Ron Housa
Sales RapretantathN
623-1459

Some Delicious
Pizza From

izza Palace

ANDY'S t

Bacon
Beef
Mushroom

110 South Second

Phone 623-5400

Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others. <ilt's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. <Talk td Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.

J
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restlers Lose Three Matches

m

After a two-week Cbrtstmaa
RAT WALKER
vacation the team came back and
Sport. Reporter
prepared tor a quadrangular
•s
re - established ma*cha«alMtDayton, Cincinnati,
team led by co-cap- and liorehaad. In the first meet,
ihn Mautner and Frank Eastern fell to the host cm» 88-3.

m

'■*-,.....

Bob Bplc 5-3; 158 pound class
Ness (EKU) pinned John Tomossi In 5*7; 187 pound class, McClelah waa declsioned by Ray
ty«jaby a^score <rf 7-5^.
190 pound class, Cornell (EKU)
defeated Carauss 4-3; and heavy-

class Wlfcln PtaMd Nobrl Back
in 5:84; 158 pound class, Hanry
was declsioned by Tom Be.cnlar 5-0.
158 pound class, Nass was defeated by Bob Warren by a score
of 9-1; 177 pound cli

jraS"Si o?oIci*.r IX w«.tu» (EKO) «. defeated b, CrroU'.pinwr.rGrwRwl.rI. l£«e» IjlMJMNport^Me,

£4;" S%53^t iffSL? ftS <£* was' plmS by Dave Mautner was defeated by Gr* took, good for to. team a. tojy
i'waadJcXad *™^*j^ffiZ'~^^ &<*„, Campo was S^r^orYt'S^ "mTh

i

4
ei|

Instructions From Bench
w
Middle Tennessee last Monday. He .cored 18 P°^
>£*
I
all came during the aecond.half. Extern «2**J »J5J
Tennessee Saturday night, a team that defeated Murray
75-71 earlier this week.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

Eastern coach Guy 8trong gives sophomore guard George
Bryant some Instruction, during the Westerng*me. Bryant
scored nine points in the Colonels* loss to the Hffltopjrers.
§SJrver7Bryant had his best game of the season against

150 pound class, Frank Campo ^ Pwffi 5 "Sta «" (tefeated by ^ Lawson 7"4; wl5 £,ntr* S JS'S^J"'*
dafaatedGreg ArVher 7-5; 158 ^ZJS class, Eastern's 142-pound class, Eckert defeated next home m«*wlll be Fabrun«3l class. Butch Mitchell jJJto Xrroll was pinned by Bubba Donnelly 4-8; 150 pound ary 11 against Centra.
(EKU) waa defeated by Roger Frank Baaa in 1:59.
Dtaderich
5-3;
167 pound The poor showing in this meet
class, Edgar Henry (EKU) decls- was attributed to the athletes
ioned Dave Gray by a score of 18- not practicing during the vacaH.
tion.
177 pound class, Joe Ness was The team quickly bounced
defeated by Ray Schanamans 7- back from defeat to beat Dayton
SERVICE
i 190 pound class, Dennis Mc by a decisive .core of 30-8.
ROAD
Ctash (EKU) was defeated by In the 118 division Loewenstine
■Bra SimpUna by a score of declsioned Ed Glarahaim by a
24
M-4; and Keith Carroll (EKU) score of 4-2; 126 pound class,
defeated George Telse by a scor. Mautner pinned Dave Navarro in
PHONE 623-3161
JV-6
«*0; 134 pound class Eckert deMike Drago EKU's manager, cisloned Waldo Carmona by r
DUANE PARSONS. OWNER
commented, saying, "The team score of 5-3
dW a goodjobVNoonegot pinned.
142 pound class NUon waa
Every MtdT was won by a da- defeated by Mike <ORnf^RaT-ak
cfcion."
150 pound class Wiggins defeated

J.-V- ■

Eastern Eels Split Meets Away From Home
RY CHARLES DORROH
Staff Sports Reporter
The Eastern Eels, fresh from
i Christmas break and a week
_ good workouts, traveled north
I*ls last weekend and returned
dth ode win and one loss. The
Bale are now 6-2.
The Eel. swam a spirited East
DOIS squad Friday, and came
(.way with a convincing 67-46
»in. Winners for toe Eels were

Quick, Friendly Service

toe Eels were unable to withstand the powerful Indiana State
swimmers, 68-45. The Eel. won
toe 400 medley relay, combining
Klein, Hollhan, Hagood and Reed
for a close win.
Than, the home team took toe
1000 and 500 free events and
used Judges' decisions In toe 50
100, and 200 free-style to overcome a spirited effort by Coach
DOB Combs' swimmers.
The Eels gained victories In
toe 1 and 3 meter diving, with
an unbeaten Gallant showing the
way. Hagood, co-captain of the
team, won toe 200 fly, and Hall
ban was never challenged, except
by team mate John Buckner, aa
he won the 200 breast.
In summing up the weekend,
Eels'
Coach Don Combs said
(Continued from Page Eight)
"We looked good and ready to
.•-. Former University of Kentucky swim Friday night, but toe trip
-Stars Scotty Baeslar, John A-, began.<4o<«aow Saturday. I think
riljRms, andjifcavie Clajrenger. we could have given toe Indiana
rounded out the scoring for the State team a better meet at
AAU team with 4, 2, and 6 home, but let', not take anything
away from them. They have a
points, respectively.
For the game, Jerry's was fine swim team and excellent
hot from the field and very cold coach. They were Just better
from the line. They had a field prepared than we were.
"We have two full weeks begoal percentage of 60.6 on 39
of 77 shots and only 10 of 21 fore our next meet and almost
free throws for 47.6 percent. three before our next 'toughle'
The Colonel frosh managed on toe road. We shall take
26 field goals on 63 shot, for a full advantage of this time to
respectable 41.3 average. East- prepare. The season gets short
ern was not much better than now; we have some men who have
Jerry's at the charity line as come a long way this year..Don
Yellman, Scott Gallant, and Jim
they converted on 12 of 21.
The big surprise of the game Callahan are Just a few.
"You must also remember that
was Eastern's rebounding. Eastern won the rebounding battle by our distance man. Jay Chanley.
just got back to the water over
a slim margin 30-29.
Tonight, Coach Jack Hissom the break. When he's back to
will take hi. squad to Transyl- full capacity, I hope before toe
vania to meat the Transy frosh. UK meet next month, well be
The Pioneer freshmen are led tougher. This next two weeks can
by 6-10 Terry Blunk, who Is av- mean a great deal to toe men on
eraging over 25 points a game. the team. I feel certain toe time
will be well spent"

the still unbeaten medley relay
of Ken Klein, Ron Hollnan, Lacy Hagood, and Don Yellman.
John Buckner and Klein finished
one and two in the 200 back.
Pete Reed finished ahead of the
field in the 50 free, setting a
new pool record. John Davenport,
frosh flash, sped to an impressive victory In the 200IM, touching out Si's best swimmer, T.
Tlahrt.

Scott Gallant, freahman sensation from Chattanoga , Tenn.
swept the 1 and 3 meter diving
events, setting new point standards in the process. Reed came
back for his second win in 100
free, and Hagood gave an excellent effort In overcomlngTlahrt
to win the 200 fly.
Hollhan won the 200 breaststroke to put away the victory
tor the Eels. The 400 free relay of Yellman, Jim Schwartz,
Link Dorroh and Hagood added a
win for the final tally.
The long road trip showed on
toe Eels the following day, a.

Jerry's Game

Soft Touch
Western forward, Jerome Perry (25) aoantato tteajrto
get off a jump shot In the closing minutes of last Saturday .
|ame with Eastern. Perry scored 20 points as the HiUtoPPers
won for the first time in three seasons at Alumni Coliseum.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

Intramural Track And Field
Rosters Now Being Made
Women'. Intramurala are getting underway again after the
holidays. Intramural basketball
began play Tueaday night.
All games begin In Weaver
| gym at 7:30.

Are you Interested in the totramural track and field Squad?
Rosters are now being made.
intormaton Is available by calling 622-3739.

Morehead
U.K.
Miami U.
Mount St. Joseph
Georgetown
U of L
Campbellsvllle
Morehead

Stockton's
Dm&s

HomeHome
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
A)

This is the revolutionary new
grapefruit diet that everyone ia
suddenly talking about. Literally thousands upon thousands of
copies have been paaaed from
hand to hand in factories, plan a
and offices throughout the U.S.
There will be no weight low' in
the first four days. But you will
suddenly drop 5 pounds on tha
5th day. Thereafter you wiii lose
one pound a day until tha 10th
day. Then you will lose IM.
pounds every two days until you
get down to your proper weight.
-Best of all there should be no
hunger pangs. Now revised and
enlarged, this new diet plan lets
you stuff yourself with foods
that were formerly 'forbidden'
. . . Such as big steaks, trimmed with fat, Southern fried
chicken, rich gravies; mayonnaise, lobsters, swimming in
butter, bacon, fats, ssussges
and scrambled eggs. You can
aat until you are lull, until you
Snnot possibly eat any more,
id still you should lose It
pounds In the first ten days,
plus 1H pounds every two days'
thereafter until your weight if
down to normal. The secret behind this new "Quick weight
loss" is not generally known.
stuff yourself oh the permitted
foods listed in the diet plan, and'
still lose unsightly fat and excess body fluids. When the fat
ana bloat are gone you will
cease to lose weight, and your
weight will remain controlled. A
copy of this new and startlingly
successful diet plan can be obtained by sending $2 to

Main Street

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

Monday & Tuesday
Only
Col. Sanders
Kentucky Fried Chicken
a

a... *V ^^ CefcC
IDINNER
6234248
"CALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

COLONEL DRIVE-IN
.

and
BARBER
SHOP

• .

For The Style Conscious Man
OPEN TEN A.M. UNTIL SEVEN P.M.
Corner tad and Main — Upstairs ever Begleys
I After yon try the other shops, come to Richmond's ORIGINAL §
hair-styling barber for the professional shaping of your hair.'
Ask your Meads. They come here too. Walk up to genuine
hair styling. You'll find It', the heat to town. Come to today!
WCWWWW&

gt&99MiKm«Ge«4M4MtoSMH«Mtt>

Ji-s easy TO charge if .at?....

BUYS FOB HOME
Save 3-02
OB
OFFICE
on Your Choice
of Steel Cabinets
res srricuacT EXFKBTS « STUBS* STB«.
roa a aoanraas omci ea ornei-AT-noatB
«W TO HIRt TOW WAIT SAVON.

Lose 10 Lbs. In
10 Days On New
Grapefruit Diet

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Jan. 15
Jan. 24
Feb. 14
Feb. 19
Feb. 24
Mar. 7
Mar. 10
Mar. 14

SMITH'S HAIR STYLING

''.•-■

saleM^u.

--1

Ilia ■■naaiiiili" -"--■—[--"!
''■*■
-*"
lock end hey. ««e f~- huf>T - •">■ «»' •»**• "*'

I
■ht rap (action foe )>oui nl« «nd foldtn...iht
baaion pan lot norinf bulkitr viluabln...
and protect diem from tre and ihcfr Htavy
g.uft Kt\ Both drawn* lock xcurafy. In •
•ofI neutral bci*.. »' h , U'/i' ».. It'<L

A muvckxu ocpniut u oftce or in homeworluhop. label the contenu of every drawee
...you'll cee M ■ (lane* ken what you eaad.
Heavy aauft etaal W high, UvV wide. !•'
weep In a toff neutral beige.

I

I
A

sale

UHM IM, ■*.■ a*a* Hea*» «"•• •"""•—
M.I. Uecukallr «et*ee; ieaide napteen, w afv. earn
■..aeaepaie |T hada. IV e»p. If -tea.
«""• nufcaJMI*, M- M(h neat.

SSn.

\

I

sale

24?
64
9

rrr£sr.zr zsazzss: ^^Mrartit

Gee. Iniwtag keen wetted
41«W awfaca
•Vra. drawer. Taa. alack.

g

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

ft I B ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 45046
.

:■>

UICASTEI & EASTERN BYPASS. RICHMOND, KY. 40475. Til: (606) 423-7177

Chicago, Illinois
60645
aa

■I
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A) STYLE 470 (top) NYLON "WARM-UP" JACKET. FEATURES THE FOPULAB
Athletic Look. Tailored of t-ply NYLON with full .nap-button front. Ruggrd. **«**-•
Stvlinr emphasized by elastic "*pu»h-up" sleeves and slash pockets. Eztr» fnuijen*.
Washable? Lowe fitting wal.t. SIZES: Small (S4-Sf), Medium (SS-40). Urge (4S-44).
Extra Largo (46) $8.50. COLORS: Navy

GYMWEAR

-

R) STYLE 4S5 (center) ATTRACTIVE NYLON "CASUAL" THAT GOES ANYWHERE .. . any-time. Feature* Two-way Storm collar, full slpper front, slash pscfcH
ete and elastic waistband. Adjustable cuff* and two-button collar add style. Washable. Loaf lastly*. SIZES: Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large. $7.50 COLORS:
Navy.
•

■

•

C) STYLE 570. SPECIAL FLEECE-LINED NYLON "WARM-UP" JACKET. HANDSOME, Rugged. Features a 100% NYLON Outohell and 100% Acrylic Pile lining.
Slash pockets, snap button front and elastic cuffs for "THE Look"* Raglan sleeves
for "EASY ACTION" comfort. SIZES: Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large. 10.90.
COLORSt Navy body and lining.

•
■

■

■

■

*****

STYLE 1800. SWEAT PANTS. HIGHLY absorbent cotton Sweat pants. Fleece lined. Constructed for rugged use. Heavy ribbed waistband with drawstring. Reinforced elastic ankle
closures.
SJ6.
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BOOKS

BUT WHEN YOU DO HAVE BOOKS FOR SELL CAMPUS BOOKSTORE S.U.B.

WILL
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